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Congressman Carroll Hubbard has
announced that certain Murray State
University historic buildings have been
entered into the national register of
historic places.
A spokesman for Hubbard's office
said confirmation came from the
Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service of the U.S. Department of
Interior.
A spokesman for Kentucky Heritage
Commission said today the commission
approved five buildings on the MSU
campus for nomination and sent those
nominations to the Department of
Interior in Washington. Those buildings
nominated were Wrather Hall, the
future home of a Purchase Area
museum, Oakhurst, formerly
Edgewood and currently the home of
Murray State University President
Constantine Curris, Wilson Hall,the
original library and Wells Hall,
Currently under renovation.
TOTALLY IMMERSED — Schroeder, played by Steve Hussung, remains totally immersed in his special rendition of
"Moonlight Sonata" while Lucy, played by Jane Bailey, sings of her hopes that someday she and Schroeder will be
married in the song "Schroeder from the Community Theatre's production of "YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE
BROWN." A special preview of the show. was held Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock. Regular performances are
scheduled for Thursday, Friday and Saturday, August 17, 18, 19 and 24, 25, 26 in the new city-county park.
On Status Of 'Sonny' Hunt
McBrayer Contradicts Statements By Carroll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Terry
McBrayer, considered Gov. Julian
Carroll's choice as his successor, has
contradicted statements by Carroll
linking former. Democratic Party
Chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr. to
McBrayer's campaign for the guber-
natorial nomination.
Hunt, who had been under fire for
months from Democrats expected to
oppose McBrayer, resigned July 28.
Carroll said earlier this week in an
interview with The Courier-Journal
that Hunt and party treasurer William
P. Curlin Jr. resigned to support
McBrayer for governor.
"I just couldn't believe that (Carroll)
said that," McBrayer said Wednesday,
"I have not talked to Sonny Hunt in
weeks and there has never been any
discussion about him working in my
campaign. And he's not going to.
"The governor obviously didn't know
what the devil he was talking about. I
think he had Potomac fever. I'm going
to run my campaign, and not the
governor."
McBrayer said that Curlin is "tired
and busy" practicing law and will not
be involved in the campaign in any
official capacity.
"He ( Curlin ) will certainly,
hopefully, be on the sidelines to help
out, but he is too worn out to take an
active part in the campaign."
When Hunt resigned, he attributed
his decision, in part, to a Courier-
Journal investigation of his personal
finances. Carroll said earlier this week
that Hunt's explanation that he quit
largely because of the investigation
was "totally untrue."
"Sonny had been saying for months
and months and months that he was
going to resign in November so he could
support McBrayer," Carroll said.
Carroll said Curlin resigned "so he
could support McBrayer. But he didn't
specifically say sd, and he should have.
For otherwise it looked like he resigned
for some other reason, which he didn'-
t:I
Hunt and Curlin could not be reached
for comment Wednesday.
McBrayer said that he had received
between 50 and 75 telephone calls about
the governor's remarks after they were
published.
Most of the calls, he said, came from
people concerned that the McBrayer
campaign would be run by people
associated with the party hierarchy or
See YieBRAYER,
Page 18, Column 4'
Carter Administration, Smarting From
House Inaction, Taking Tax Bill To Senate
. By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Carter
administration — still smarting from a
defeat in the House — is taking its case
for a tax cut bill to the Senate Finance
Committee, where the chairman
already is calling for major changes
opposed by the president.
If the record of the last few years is
any guide, the committee will write a
bill that gives considerably more
benefits to corporations and investors
than would fit into President Carter's
idea of tax equity.
The Finance Committee calked
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal as its first witness today.
He was expected to spell out how much
change the administration would be
willing to take in the tax bill the
president proposed earlier this year.
That bill was shot to pieces by the
House after the administration refused
until the last minute to negotiate a
compromise. But there are reports the
administration will be considerably
more flexible in the Senate in hopes of
getting a bill that would not end in a
presidential veto just a few weeks
before the November elections.
The measure passed by the House
would allow new tax cuts of about $16.3
billion, effective next Jan. 1. The ad-
ministration appears willing to accept a
reduction of that figure, even though
the president originally had asked for
more.
The Carter administration has two
major problems with the House-passed
bill:
—The individual tax reductions are
tilted toward the upper income
brackets. Tax cuts in recent years have
given proportionately more reductions
State Education Council Starts
College Goals Review Project
-By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Council on Higher Education
has started a project to determine
whether the state's colleges and
universities are achieving their goals of
improved learning and of preparing
students for productive lives.
Unlike so-called competency testing,
which begins next spring to measure
what elementary and high school
inside today 
students have learned, student testing
will play a small role in the evaluation
techniques used by the Kentucky
Outcomes Project.
"It's quite a complicated process,"
Randy Dahl, a council staff member,
said Tuesday. Dahl is coordinating the
project.
While competency testing is designed
to measure the basic skills, the council
project probably would measure "more
elusive areas," Dahl said, such as a
One Section — 18 Pages
The second in a three part series by Tony Wilson,
sports editor, that previews Frlday night's West
Kentucky Football Jamboree appears in today's sports
section. And on today's opinion page coluttinist M. C.
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student's analytical ability.
The first step of the new testing
method is developing means of
measuring the results of higher
education, Dahl said, describing the
process as a "fuzzy testing area."
The council approved the project
about a month ago and work remains in
the preliminary stages, since tests that
Kentucky will probably use are still
being developed, Dahl said.
"What we're involved in now is trying
to flesh out what seems like a good
idea," he said.
The test will be used in a pilot
program during an early phase of the
project.
"We're hopeful that we can try a pilot
application this spring," Dahl said,
"but that's contingent on a lot of
things" such as making arrangements
with university officials and arranging
faculty participation.
Last fall, in its initial recom-
mendation that an evaluation process
be started, the council said the process
L9 important, primarily for the "con-
sumers of the higher educational
system" students and employers
who hire the students.
- - "Prospectrerltbdents watirdrirtiblr
that their investment of time, energy
and money in an educational ex-
perience will prepare them for a
productive awl rewarding life," the
council said.
"Employers want assurance that
graduates of degree programs can
perform at the expected levels of
competencies the institutions claim
they have attained when graduates are
awarded degrees."
to lower income groups, a course
Carter wants continued.
—The bill contains a big reduction in
the tax on capital gains that would all
but wipe out the 1969 "minimum tax,"
which was designed to ensure that high-
income investors pay some tax
regardless of how many deductions
they have.
Although the president's advisers
reluctantly agreed to support some
reduction in the tax on capital gains,
which are profits from the sale of
stocks, real estate and other property,
they insist that the minimum tax must
be retained.
Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., chair-
man of the committee, has said publicly
that he favors a bigger individual tax
cut — but that he sees no need to change





KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's power
staff today recommended a 41/4 in-
crease in power rates effective Oct. 1.
TVA power planning manager Hugh
Parris said the hike is needed to raise
$120 million in revenue to balance the
books for fiscal 1979 beginning in
October. It would affect consumers in
most of Tennessee and parts of
Alabama, Virginia, Mississippi,
Kentucky, North Carolina and Georgia.
TVA Chairman S. David Freeman
said he will not act on the recom-
mendation for two weeks.
Earlier in the morning, Chairman
Freeman said President Carter's
formal nomination of Chicago railroad
executive Richard Freeman to the
TVA's board of directors should go to
Congress this week.
Tennessee Valley Authority's 21/2
million power customers will get a
slight break in their electric bills one
Month before officials want a general
rate increase put into effect.
TVA announced Wednesday that its
September bills will fall 3 cents per
1,000 kilowatthours, about one-tenth of 1
percent, reflecting lower fuel costs
experienced by the government-owned
utility in July.
TVA raised its basic rates 17 percent
in July 1977 after going for two years
without an increase. Nonetheless,
consumers saw their bills rise--sharply
during that period through increases in
monthly fuel adjustments reflecting
rising coal prices.
Fluctuations in the costs of coal,
uranium and power purchased from
other utilities are passed on to con-
sumers through the monthly fuel ad-
justments added to TVA's basic rates.
Last month the fuel adjustment was
increased by 8238, raising TVA bills
above the $30 mark per 1,000 kwh for
the first time in history.
Butler said TVA purchased about
$18.1 million in electricty from other
utilities in July, about $2 Million more
than June. He said the July increase
was offset by returning one of three
reactors at the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant to work following a refueling
outage.
Under the most widely used
residential rate schedules, customers'
bills for the first 1,000 kwh will be $30.28
in September, a one-cent drop from
August. The first 500 kwh consumed are
exempted from the fuel adjustment.
TVA provides electricity to 8 million
residents in Tennessee and parts of
Kentucky, Alabama, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina and
County Man Fined In
Federal Court For
Tcdridermy Violations
A Hamlin man is on a two year
probation period in which he may not
hunt or perform any taxidermy work,
following federal court proceedings in
Paducah earlier this week.
The man, Bobby G. Waldrup, was
fined $1500 and placed on two years
probation for violating federal wildlife
laws Tuesday.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said today charges also petal in
Calloway County District Court against
Waldrup in connection with practicing
taxidermy without a license.
In a plea bargaining agreement in
U.S. District Court, Paducah, Waldrup
was fined $500 for possessing a
protecteed migratory . bird, a Great
Horned Owl; $500 for performing
taxidermy services on migratory birds
without a federal permit; and $500 for
possessing migratory birds which were
not tagged as required by federal law.
According to a court spokesman,
Walcirup was also given a six month
suspended jail sentence for selling and
transporting a deer across state lines.
According to Willie J. Parker, Nash-
ville, the agent in charge of the U.S.
_
Fish and Wildlife Service, Law
Enforcement District 10, the Waldrup
case is one of many undercover wildlife
investigations recently completed by
state and federal agents in Western
Kentucky. The intensive undercover
investigation was initiated to protect
the American Bald Eagle as well as
other migratory birds protected by
federal law, Parker said.
Bald Eagles, now an endangered
species, along with numerous hawks
and owls, are still being killed by
gunfire in Kentucky and Tennessee,
Parker said. He added,"Many of these
birds end up in taxidermy shops to be
mounted for permanent display."
Parker pointed out that it is illegal to
shoot or possess eagles, hawks, owls,
and other protected migratory_ birds.
These birds are "an important element
in our eagle system and should not be
harassed," Parker said.
While it is legal to mount migratory
game birds such as ducks and geese,
the person mounting the birds must
have a federal taxidermy permit issued
by the U.S. Fistrand Wildlife Service,
Parker said.
READY FOR OPINING — Head mechanic Hoy Higgins, right, and assistant Buddy Dunn are shown with five new
Calloway County School System buses ready for the first day of the 
1978-79 school year Friday. Schools will
operate on a short timetable tomorrow and a full day schedule beginning 
Monday. Calloway County High will hold
an orientation session for freshmen and new students to the school tonight at 
the high school beginning at 7 p.m.
^
wst.





La Leche League Will
meet with Jennifer' Heegel
at 7:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at the lodgllik
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Wornen's Club
will meet at the home of
Frances Shea at 6:30 p.m.
Each one is to bring a sack
supper and drinks will be
furnished.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at Murray Country Club
at six p.m. with Dick Orr as
chairman.
"You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown" will be the
play presented by the
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre at eight p.m. at the
City-County Park. Admission
will be 82.50 for adults and
$1.50 for children under 12
and senior citizens.
Twin Lakes Antique Car
Club will meet at Sirloin
Stockade, Paducah, at seven
p.m.
Freshman orientation for
all freshman and new
students at Calloway County
High School and their
parents will be held at the
school at seven p.m.
Schedules for the 1978-79
- school year may. also be

































Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include arts and
crafts at ten a.m.; ping
pong tournament at game
room at one p.m.; Kool-Aid
kill at hotel front lawn at
2:30 p.m.; paper airplane
flying contest at Cara-
pground bathhouse at 3:30
p.m.; registration for
challenge of the sexes at
hotel front lawn at four
p.m.; challenge of the sexes
at hotel front lawn at 4:15
p.m.: .hayride at horse
stables with cost being one
dollar per person at 6:30
p.m.: fish pond at
recreational room at seven
p.m.; special program by
"Re-Creation" from Penn-
sylvania State University at
hotel meeting room at eight
p.m.; square dance behind
hotel at 9:30 p.m.
Murray Women of ,the
Moose will meet at eight
p.m. at the lodge hall on
North 16th Street. The
officers will meet at seven
p.m.
Friday. August 18
Twilight golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 5:30
p.m. with Larry Contri as
chairman.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will have
their monthly campout at
Paris Landing KOA Kam-
pground with Nix and
Margery Crawford as
wagonmasters. Reservations
may be made with Crawford
for campground reser-
vations.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
show on wildlife species at
two p.m. and drive for more
elusive wildlife at 8:30 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Second production of
"You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown" will be
presented by Murray-
Calloway County Theatre at
the City-County Park at
eight p.m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will_ include walk to
top of water tower at ten
a.m. but small children
must be accompanied by an
adult: bumper pool tour-
nament at game room at
one -p.m.; dinosaur egg hunt
at hotel front lawn at two
p.m.; watermelon seed
spitting contest at hotel front
lawn at 2:30 p.m.; Kenlake
Maze at hotel front lawn at
330 p.m.; bunco at hotel
pation room at 4:30 p.m.;
hayride at horse stables with
cost being one dollar per
person at 6:30 p.m.;
"Today's Country Sound" at
hotel meeting room at eight
p.m.
Country Trend Country
and Western Band will play
at Rushing Creek Cam-
pground in Land Between
the Lakes from seven to
nine p.m. with disco .dance
at 9:30 p.m.
West Kentucky Football
Jamboree will be held at
7:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, with six teams
featured.
Youth of Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have a car wash
at Rho-Ho Service Station at
Five Points, Murray, from
ten a.m. to four p.m.
RIDE
TCES S
-11 a.m. daily except Sundays
2:00 p.m. 7:15 p.m.
$2.50-adults — $1.50 Children
Soectol Rotes for Charters
Kenlake Marina
Kenlake State Park 354-6205
Saturday, August 19
Country and Western
Night will be held at the
Murray Country Club with
barbecue dinner at 6:30 p.m.
followed by dance with
music by Darrell Gibson and
Kentucky Jones. Advance
reservations should be made
by Aug. 17 at $7.50 per
person or at the door will be
$9.00 per person. Each
member may bring one out
of town guest.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Murray-Calloway. County
Theatre will present "You're
A Good Man Charlie Brown"
at eight p.m. at the City-
County Park.
Murray State University
Football Press Day for all
area media representatives
will open with a brunch at
10:30 a.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Levi's and Lace Square
Dance will be held at
Rushing Creek Campground
in Land Between the Lakes
at 8:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include auto
tour about beavers starting
at Center Station at three
p.m., and Grandma's Kit-
chen at Empire Farm from
9:30 a.m. to four p.m.
Ice cream supper has been






Darrel and The Chaplettes
from South Fulton, Tenn.,
will be held at the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist




Associated Chess Foot, Edit,
COOL DAY DINNER
New Oven Beef Stew
Garlic Bread Tossed Salad
Baked Apples Beverage
NEW OVEN BEEF STEW
You can bake this ahead and
reheat on the rangetop.
144 pounds (scant) stewing
beef chuck t about I,ra-inch
cubes)
3 tablespoons corn or
peanut oil
12 small onions
3 medium carrots, pared
and sliced crosswise
i4-inch thick





I large clove garlic,
minced
Pa cups water




Ys teaspoon dried thyme
. 1 bay leaf
Brown the beef in the hot oil
and layer it with the onions,
carrots, beans, parsley and
garlic in a 21,2 to 3-quart casse-
role. Stir together the remain-
ing ingredients and add. Cover
tightly and bake in a 360degree
oven until beef is very tender
— 13/4 hours. Let stand at room
temperature, tightly covered,
for 10 to 20 minutes before
serving. If desired, skim some
of the fat from the top. Makes 6
servings.
A Consumer lip
from -Intension Spiec•alists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Dal k green leafy vege-
tables such as kale, spinach.
collards, mustard and, turnip
greens add vitamins and
minerals..to your meals. a,.
cording to food specialists
with UK's College of Agricul-
ture They are among the few
-Vegetables that add iron to
your meals, also adding
calcium. potassium and vita-
mins A and C.
YOUR NEW
Pier 1 imports
COMING SOON TO BEL-AIR CENTER
• • •
• • • • • • • %la:: • • • • • • 
tonite's movies
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Good shoes aon't have to be expensive.
628 Central Shopping Center
Rugged black with white
striped upper. Bonded to
all purpose cleated sole.
Ia




















• kiwi Chore. • Moder Charge




°NOUN Vat Pier Taltinkildh) Root •
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
• Jackets—Reg. 2999 -  899
• Pants—Reg. 1699  899
• Sweaters—Reg. 1699  899
• Shirts—Reg. 1399  899













Look at the label!
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Wedding Planned Let's Stay Well • By Ir.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
'Dew. A bbsi,
By Abigail Van Buren
Her Kids Shouldn't
Be Seen or Heard!
DEAR ABBY: I've been dating Ethel for over a year.
She's a beautiful 35-year-old divorcee with three children.
The oldest is 10. I'm 49 and have never been married. The -
problem is Ethel's kids. One hour is about all I can take ot
them-then they start getting on my nerves. If it weren't
tot those kids, I'd grab Ethel in a minute because she's
everything a man could want in a woman. •
I suppose we could send her kids to camp in the summer,
but how about the rest or the Ittfre7-RoardiriCsehOOTI:
maybe; But it will be years bejors_the two youngest will be
old enough to go.
Ethel is pushing for marriage, and I honestly hate to let
her go. She says she's not goirrg to wait around for me much
longer. What should I do?
CHUCK
DEAR CHUCK: It's a package deal. If you can't stand
Ethel's kids, say goodbye to Ethel. And look for a woman
who la) has no children, (bl has grown children, or lc) is
unbearable.
DEAR ABBY: You were very generous to suggest to
DESPERATE IN DENVER that the reason her husband
had lost interest in sex could be due to a physical or
psychological disorder. Nine times out of 10 it's neither. I've
been through this myself and so have many other wives.
When a husband reaches 40, he gets bored-and restless, so
in order to prove that he's still a "man," he reassures himself
by making it with other women.
My husband was always "too tired" for me. There was
nothing wrong with him physically or psychologically, but
he was having an affair with his best friend's wife, so he
pretended that he had lost interest in sex. The truth was, he
had lost interest in ME! With others he was very much alive
and able to function.
I am interested to know how many other letters you
received like this.
UNTOUCHED IN WENATCHEE
DEAR UNTOUCHED: The number of "ether letters"
amounted to an epidemic!
DEAR ABBY: A lady who is a co-worker of mine wears
the same dress for a week or two without changing. When'
she does change her dress, she wears that one for another
week or two straight.
I've worked with her -for several years, and this same pat-
tern has persisted throughout that time.
She is single and makes a decent salary, so there's no ex-
cuse for having such a limited wardrobe. There are several
of us who would like to bring it to her attention. Is there
some tactful way to do this without offending her?
SICK OF THE SAME DRESS
DEAR SICK: If she's clean, and her dress is clean and
tidy, because you and others are "sick of the same dress" is
hardly a legitimate reason for her to buy more clothes. Even
though she's single and makes a "decent" salary, outsiders
can know nothing of her financial obligations.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
$I and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,
please.
Miss Cresti Lee Bucy
and Barr," Mitchell Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. Creston D. Bucy of Murray Route Two
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Cresti Lee, to Barry Mitchell Harrison,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James D. Harrison of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Jones of Murray, and of Mrs. Minnie
Bucy and the late Loyal Bucy of Murray.
The groom-to-be is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Harrison of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Adams
of Farmington.
Miss Bucy is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently attending Murray State Univer-
sity.
Mr. Harrison is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County
--High School and a graduate of Paducah Vocational
Educational Center. He attended Murray State University
and is presently employed by Fisher-Price Toys of
Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Sept. 16,
at six p.m. at the Almo Church of Christ. A reception
will follow at the Holiday Inn of Murray.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend both the wedding and
the reception.
Applesauce Makers
• Three-medium sized apples equal one pound
or half a kilogram
• Pared and sliced, one pound apples yields
two and three-fourths cups. 4 3 ounces or 122
grams
• A pi-ck of apples weighs 10 5 pounds or 4 76
kilograms
• A bushel of apples weighs 42 pounds or
about 19 kilograms
• A bushel of apples will yield 15-20 quarts of
applesauce or about 15 liters
Murray, Calloway FHA At Workshop
Dana Mansfield, president
of Region I 9f the Future
Homemakers of America,
and her advisor, Mrs. Lucy
Lilly, Murray High School,
and Karon Walker,
recreational leader of
Region I of the FHA, and
her advisor, Miss Lucy
Forrest, Calloway County
High School, attended a
workshop for Future
Homemakers of America
held at Murray State
University, Aug. 1 and 2, by
the National Foundation of
the March of Dimes.
During the 1 42 day
meeting more than 200 FHA-
HERO members from thirty
schools in 18 western
Kentucky counties learned
ways of fostering good
health habits and sound
decision making among
young adults.
The workshop was spon-
sored by the Purchase-
Pennyrile Chapter of the
March of Dimes and was
directed by Ann Palmero,
chairman of the Paducah
Chapter of the March of
Dimes.
Speakers at the workshop
included Dr. Larry Franks,
obstetrician-gynecologist
from Paducah who spoke on
"Medical Risks of Teen-Age
Pregnancy;" the Rev. Rick
Kirchoff, pastor of Arcadia
United Methodist Church,
Paducah, who spoke on
"Sexuality and Respon-
sibility."
Others participating in the
workshop included Dr.
Charlene Robinson, 'chair-
man of Purchase- Pennyrile
March of Dimes; Leroy
Whiting, assistant coin-
missioner of. Department of
Human Services, Chicago,
111.; Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of in-






producer and public service
director of WPSD-TV,
Paducah; Rhonda Barnett,
president of .the Kentucky
FHA.
Aiming for a healthier
next generation the FHA
and March of Dimes co-
sponsor a national project,
"Healthy Babies: Chance or
Choice?" Peer education,
young people teaching young
people, is a vital part of that
venture.
"The way students take
care of themselves now can




this project grew out of a
conference in Washington,
D. C., in early 1977 which
brought girls together from
seven states to train them
Shampooing No Relief For Baldness
Q: Mr. T. T. writes that
baldness is common
among the men in his
family, and wants to know
whether frequent sham-
pooing will help to prevent
his possible baldness or
encourage it.
A. You are correct that
baldness is an inherited
characteristic and is sex
linked, appearing usually
in the male members of a
family. Baldness results
from the hair follicles fail-
ing later _life
- a ce new hairs after losing
earlier ones, as is normally
true in the growth cycle of
hair. .
The average man has
about 100,000 hair follicles
beneath the surface of the
scalp. Each follicle pro-
duces 15 to 20 hairs in a
lifetime with the growth
extending over a period of
three to four years, follow-
ing which the hair drops
out. Then, the follicle un-
dergoes a rest period of
several months, after
which a new hair begins to
grow out of the follicle.
The follicles have differ-
ent cycles so that a few
hairs are lost each day
while others are beginning
to grow and replace those
which are lost. Except in
very unusual circum-
stances, such as a pro-
about the problems of birth
defects. These giLls drew up
the 'original program of
work for Kentucky FHA
chapters and the workshop
at Murray was designed to
help individual chapters
carry out meaningful
projects within their schools
and communities to increase
general awareness about
ways to prevent birth
defects.
longed high fever or severe
shock, all of the hair is not
lost at the same time. It
should be mentioned that
certain medicines are
given to cause the follicles
to lose their hairs at the
same time to make it possi-
ble to treat deep scalp
infections.
Shampooing the hair
that extends beyond the
follicles has no influence
on them. In other words,
the frequency of washing
the hair or what-IS-Used tri
doing so depends on its
greasiness and the texture,
and has nothing to do with
the prevention or produc-
tion of baldness. The hair
is inert or "dead," but it
can be damaged by exces-
PADUCAH PATIENT
Henry Turner of Murray




Lee Shelton of Mayfield
Route Seven has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
sive heat, drying, or curl-
ing. Usually such injury to
the hair is temporary and
is relieved by the growth of
hair to replace the injured
portion. ,
Good general health and
nutrition help to encourage
normal cell health of the
scalp follicles. Such can be
done by an adequate diet.
Vitamin supplements are
not required.
Transplants of hair folli-
cles from the back portion
of the scalp to the balding
area, when done by an
experienced surgeon, often
give adequate hair to cover
the bald area. Most men
who lose their hair adjust
to baldness, while others
shave their entire scalp on
a regular basis. In other
words, several choices are
available. -
New State Regulcilion Help
For Beneficaries, Estates
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A
newly-approved state
regulation will provide the
beneficiaries of estates with a
means of acquiring funds for
immediate needs without
having to first obtain a release
from the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Revenue.
The new regulation, codified
as 103 ICAR 7:020, came about
as a result of Gov. Julian
Carroll's efforts to help the
survivors of deceased persons
obtain money for current
expenses with a minimum of
delay. Previously, approval
by the Department of Revenue
was required before any funds
could be received by
beneficiaries.
Financial institutions are
now authorized to release up
to $2,500 to the proper
representative of the estate.
The regulation requires
financial institutions to
provide written notice to the
department within 30 days
after the release of the funds.
The Department of Revenue
has announced that copies of
the regulation and forms
necessary to obtain the funds
have been mailed to financial
institutions, lawyers and
public accountants. Copies
may be obtained by writing
the Inheritance and Estate
Tax Section, Departinent of
Revenue, Frankfort, Ky.,
40601.





















Fall's fashion forecast o fabulous new
season filed woh a wonderful orroy of
new styles ond textures You'll find that
fosh•ons for Foil '78 are carefree and
temin.ne with accents of toes and
scarves' its a season •n wh•ch
You can create__your own 
inclonduo'
look one that .5 uritCpreiy yOtJ
Bright's what a coy to stoy
I n foshtPn. .n soon'
MOWS horn 28 00 to 54 00;
Vests horn 18 00 to 34 00,
Pont; horn 18 00 to 3400.
Skirts horn 19 00 to 32 00.
Sweaters from 11 00 to 32 00,
Skirts horn 18 00 to 26 oo
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Miss Leah Beth Vance s
Married TO Garry EvansMiss Leah Beth Vance,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Vance of Almo,
became the bride of Garr)
L. Evans, son of Mrs.
aNanita Evans and the late
Orville It. flusteli Evans of
Murray. on Srday. Juty
it-st, at 6;30 p.m.. at the
'Seventh and Poplar Church
f Christ.
The double wig ceremony
was perforrned by Bio. John
Dale.
The sanctuary of the
church was decorated with
baskets of peach carnations
with green foliage on brass
stansis The famil •
pews. were marked with
large peach satin ribbons.
Music selections chosen
were "Sunrise. Sunset.'
-There is Love," "I Can't
Help Fa1lingIn tiove With
You," and ' The traditional
wedding marches. The
music for the ceremony was
arranged on tape by Harry
Rios- II.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents,
was •lovely in her formal
length gown of white sheer
and peau de sole satin. The
fitted and slightly flared
gown __had a high fitted
bodice with jewel neckline
and shaped self ruffle. The
front yoke and sleeves were
accented with • venice lace.
The full length and puff
sleeves were enhanced with
a self ruffle. The gown was
accented with soft back
pleats and a gathered bodice
back. A flowing chapel
length train with lower
ruffle further enhanced the
gown. The dress was
designed and made by the
bride and Miss Frances
Johnson.
Her veil was a juliet cap
with bridal Illusion which
was adorned with matching
venice lace. She carried a
fresh colonial bouquet of
french_carnalions.. and _white_
sweetheart roses, accented
with white lace and a string
of pearls.
The bride's jewelry in-
cluded a gold diamond heart
necklace, given to her by
the groom, and for
•'goodluck" she wore the
wedding band of her
grandmother, Mrs. Melissa
Hooks.
Mrs. Vicky White was the
matron of honor and Ms.
Debbie Wyatt was the maid
of honor. The bridesmaids
were Mrs. Connie Evans,
Ms. Sandra Stark. and Mrs.
Denise Steele.
The attendants wore
formal gowns of peach and
blue chiffon in a floral print













Give Us The Best
And Save!
On All Back To School
Fait Fashions
Excluding Stride Rite Shoes!
Here's the Doomond Sole you've •
been waiting for' Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
acid Sove 30% Buy now with eosy terms
dr Layaway for Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Gar L.
with a chiffon caplet
overlay. They each wore a
1928 butterfly necklace, gift
from the bride and groom,
and each carried a long
stem peach carnation.
Larry Evans, brother of
the groom, and Man Jones
served as best men.
Groomsmen were Dale
Chadwick, Steve Steele, and
Jan Vance, brother of the
bride. The men wore mint
seville Mr. Penguin
tuxedoes.
For the wedding the
bride's mother chose to
wear a royal blue sheet-lined
floor length dress accented
with ruffled caplet and tie
bow. She wore matching
blue accessories.. The
groom's mother wore a light
blue knit floor length dress
with a gathered neckline and
accented with a matching
blue belt, and had black
accessories. They wore
corsages of white orchids.
Mrs. Melissa Hooks,
grandmother of the bride,
wore a floral knit dress of
blue, beige, and white with a
matching jacket. Mrs. ha
Peeler, grandmother of the
groom, chose to wear a
floral knit dress of pink and
blue. Each grandmother
wore a Corsage of white
carnations.
Evans
Guests registered in the
bride's book at a table
covered with a white lace
floor length cloth. A bud
vase with peach carnations
and green foliage was
arranged on . the table. Miss
Gay Evans, sister of the
groom, kept the register.
Mrs. Miriam Olree
directed the wedding and
was also presented a cor-
sage of white carnations.
Reception
Immediately following the
wedding a reception was
held in the church fellowship
hall. _
The bridal table was
covered by a floor length
white lace cloth and had a
centerpiece of peach car-
nations accented with baby's
breath and green foliage. On
one end was the three tiered
white wedding cake topped
with wedding bells and
decorated with cherubs and
Italian filigree columns.
Opposite the cake was the
crystal punch bowl. A silver
tray . held miniature mints
decorated with peach and
white carnations, which
were served along with nuts
The mints were designed
Mrs. Mayme Bryan.
Serving the guests .uere
Mrs. Gene Jones, Mrs.
Velva Maupin, aunt of the
bride, Mrs. Jane Lovett, and
Mrs. Marilyn Thornton.
Little Miss Tammy Usher
distributed the rice or-
naments which were from a
white wicker basket filled
with white satin rice filled
rosebuds.
For their wedding trip the
bride chose to wear a white
striped terry cloth top with
matching navy slacks. She
carried her bridal bouquet.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Evans are now residing at
D-13 Fox Meadows, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Jones,
friends of the bridal couple,
• were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held on Friday
• evening, June 30, at their
• home. Covers were laid for
approximately 25 guests




SOUTHWEST CALLO WAY Elementary School held a summer reading program at the
school. Dr. Yancy Watkins and his class of twenty-one students worked for six weeks
with the students on improving reading skills and the art of reading for *murk
Twenty-nine students were enrolled in the program and they reported a total of 3163
books read. Pictured, left to right, front row, Ashley Poyner, 95 books, Gary Robinson,
100 books, Kevin Turner, Greg Moffitt, Patrick Gupton, 100 books, Jackie Lovins, Chris
Douglas; second row, Tracy Manning, 70 books, Dana Westerman, 81 books, Elizabeth
Casos, 200 books, Mathew jordy, 130 books, Richard Hill, 106 books, Tommy•Vance,
86 books, Dal Barrett, 165 book% Robin Westerman, 120 books, Ray Dunn, 109 books,
third row, Alan Cothran, 263 Epooks, Malcolm Taylor, 105 Books, Randy Sons, 253
books, Jon Poyner, 235 books, Greg Wortham, 209 books, David Cruse; back row, Tim-
my Manning, Ricky Lovins, Eric Knott, Julie Casos, 314 books, Billy Lovins, Greg
Douglas, and Emily Dunn.
GRADE WINNERS in the Southwest Calloway Elemen-
tary School Summer Reading Program were, left to right,
Dana Westerman, grade one; Elizabeth Casos, grade
two; Julie Casos, grade three; Billy Lovins, most im-
proved; Greg Douglas, grades four to six. On the right is
Roy Cothran, principal of the school.
Ways Used To Dry Beans
There are two ways to dry beans and peas. One way is
to pick the pods as soon as they are mature and spread
them out in a dry, warm ventilated area. Another is to pull
the plants after the pods are ripe and dry them as you
would hay.
Once dry, shell the pods and treat them to protect
them from moths and weevils. This can be done by freez-
ing at 0 degrees or below for several dips, or heating in an




When you retire you'll have
the freedom to explore new
things Have you had a secret
yearning to try a new career?
Perhaps the stage calls to
you, or maybe you'd like to
get a degree in social work.
Whatever it is you like, to get
the most pleasure out of your
retirement, you'll need to do
some planning. Remember
how carefully you mapped
out your career? Maybe you
went nght out and got some
practical experience. Or
perhaps you took a course
first to see what to expect.
To give you some tips the
Department of Health.
Education and Welfare has a
new pamphlet called
"Planning for Retirement."
—For ret—Faii59; aifs *S-Fr—di
a postcard to the Consumer
Information Center. Dept.
702F, Pueblo, Col. 81009.
When you order a copy of
'Planning for Retirement,"
you'll also receive a copy ot
the free Consumer
Information Catalog. It lists
more than 200 selected free
or !ow-cost publications from
the federal government. The
Catalog is published
quarterly by the Consumer













Olympic Plaza N. 12th
Murray, Ky.
It's basic. Our sport bottom oxfords are the A-B-C's of fun! To begin
with, we topped exciting soles with the best looking leather
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The class in Kentucky History will
now come to order.
Today's lesson will be in defense of
my thoroughbred racing pressbox
associate. Billy Reed, sports editor of
The Courier-Journal.
In his column recently about my golf-
playing buddy and long-time friend,
A.B. (Happy) Chandler, needs a little
clarification.
In recounting Happy's lifetime ac-
complishments, Reed said in his
column, ":..Chandler's
Commissioner) came to an end
in 1951. To get a new contract, he
needed support of 12 of the 16 owners.
But he got only 11 votes, so Chandler
resigned and came to Kentucky, where
in 1955 he became the first ( -b and only
(-b man to ever be elected governor
twice."
Now, I know historians are going to
jump all over this statement, and Billy
is likely to get a lot of mail and
telephone calls.
But, the answer is, "Yes and No,"
It's according to how you look at it,
and according to your interpret of
Kentucky political history.
There have been four governors who
have served two terms, and been
elected in the final fall vote by the
people.
We are going to start out with Ken-
tucky's first governor, Isaac Shelby,
1792-1826. He served his first term, 1792-
96, and was elected for his second term,
1812-1816.
Next came our second governor,
James Garrard, 1749-1822. He served
two successive four-year terms, 1796-
1804.
Third in. line was James B.
McCreary, 1838-1918. He was first
elected for a four-year term in 1875 and
served through 1879. He came-back to
serve a second term from 1911-1915.
Now, let's get back to the "yes and
no" answer to my deafness of Reed.
Kentucky nominated its guber-
natorial candidates through party
conventions up until 1900, and for a
while after that it was up to the
governor whether to call a party con-
vention method or by primary ballot.
McCreary was nominated by con-
vention for his second term by the
Democratic Party.
So far, not a one of the governors who
served four-year terms were
nominated by primary ballot.
The change came in 1935 when the
extrovert from Henderson County had
gone through Transyvlania College on
$5.00 and a red sweater and had served
in the Kentucky Senate and was
lieutenant governor at the time.
Governor Ruby Lafoon was sup-
Business Mirror
porting Torn Rhea of Logan County as
his successor. Lafoon was going out of
the state after the regular 1934 session —
of the legislature, but he had decreed -
before that time that the gubernatorial
nominees would be selected by party
conventions. As soon as Laloon crossed
the Ohio River, and Happy had an in- RIGHTforrnant to give him the exact time,
Happy issued a call for a special session w !NG
of the General Assembly.
Lafoon came home and tried to blockPLATFORM
the speciaLse-ssion,..but httempt.waa
unsuccessful. Lafoon forces thought,' 
that former Gov. J.C.W. Beckham who 
became governor when Goebel was 
assisianted, and served from 1900-1907
was going to run.
Lafoon was successful in passin
"double primary" for the Democra
were predominate in Kentucky. H
thought Beckham might win in a single
primary. Happy became the opposition
candidate and ran second to Rhea.
Happy won in the run-off primary
and won over the Republicans in th
November election, becoming the first 
governor to be nominated by popular
vote, that is, the first governor of
Kentucky to be nominated by popular
vote, who has served two terms.
Happy served until late 1939, but
resigned to be appointed U. S. Senator
to fill the unexpired term of U. S.
Senator Logan. Happy was re-elected to.
a full term in the Senate and his
lieutenant governor, Keen Johnson was
elected to a full term as governor, 1939-
43.
Happy resigned as U. S. Senator after
the end of World War II to become
commissioner of Professional Baseball.
He held Out office until 1951. His vote of
confidence of the owhers failed lay the'
one vote mentioned above.
So, to set the historians straight,
Happy is the only governor who was
elected to two terms by popular vote.
If you want to take the broad view
and talk about those who served two
terms, the others are cited above, you
are correct at "no," but there are
others, including our present governor,
Julian Carroll, former Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby, and others who have served
one full term and part of another by
virtue of a governor leaving office by
death or appointment to the U. S.
Senate or otherwise.
The fact remains, Happy still lays
claim to the fact he is the only governor
nominated and elected by the people to
serve two full terms as governor. His
unprecedented effort for a third term in
1963 was narrowly aborted by Edward
T. Breathitt.
Thus, ends our history lesson for
today.
10 Years Ago
Congressman Frank Albert Stub-
blefield has announced the approval of
the Farm and Home Administration
loan to the city of Hazel in the amount of
$100,000 to construct a larger filtering
system for the present water system.
Charles Smotherman was inducted
into the U. S. Army in the August draft
call from Calloway County, according
to Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
secretary of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Deaths reported include Neil Norvel
Hicks, age 72, and JoeCurd Rogers, age
49.
Senior Master Sgt. William A. Rose is
-. -sessiing 's4--the—Air- 'Force Bale at
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Jan Purdom, daughter of Mona
Purdom and John N. Purdom of
Murray, won the championship trophy
at the horse show held at the close of







NEW YORK (AP) — The Federal
Reserve's regular Thursday afternoon
reports on the money supply will get
especially close scrutiny in the next
several weeks from analysts who
believe the central bank's monetary
policy is at a crossroads.
After G. William became its
chairman early this year, the Fed
pushed interest rates steadily higher in
its effort to restrain inflation by con-
trolling the growth of the money supply.
Then, beginning last month, it
seemed to back off while awaiting
evidence of the impact of its credit-
tightening strategy.
Jeffrey Nichols, chief economist at
New York's Argus Research Corp.,
pointed out that the figures on
monetary growth in the coming weeks
are likely to give the Fed a signal
whether more upward pressure on
interest rates is needed.
And that, in turn, will do much to
determine whether the slowdown in
business activity that many economists
foresee develops as a minor decline in
growth, or something worse.
Foreign-exchange traders will be
watching closely too. The dollar's
recent slide against some leading
overseas currencies, Nichols argued, is
not so much the result of any economic
fundamentals, but rather "a vote of no
confidence" in the way the United
States is dealing with its economic
problems, notably inflation.
The Fed's efforts are complicated by
time lags. It takes time to gather data
and determine what is happening with
the money supply, and more time
before any actions the Fed decides upon
take effect.
Thus, Nichols said, it was late May
before the money supply, which had
been risi4g shar,plY fou-111-.*.9( the
spring, began to cool down. Atio- 'ANA PrOsi )*IV% Press'AMIDdintion and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Although it showed some wide short-
term swings from late May through late
July, he said, the net change was
relatively small for that period.
If It continues to grow only
moderately, the Fed might possibly
have gained at least a temporary
that would presumably allow it to hold
back on any further credit-tightening,
which would please those who fear a
"credit crunch" or who are simply
unhappy that mortgages are going at
91/2 percent or more these days.
If monetary growth should accelerate
again, however, the Fed could face a
real dilemma: Tighten credit some
more and risk a serious squeeze on the
economy, or let monetary growth keep
running at a pate it considers unac-
ceptable.
Nichols said there are reasons for
hoping that monetary growth will in
fact ease off: An easing of the pace of
the economy, for one, and the prospect
that high interest rates will have their
intended effect of reducing demand for
credit.
Bible Thought
I heard of your faith in the Lord
Jesus, aad love unto all the saints. —
Ephesians
It is only natural that when a
person places his faith in Jesus
Christ, the result is found in true
expression of brotherly love.
Murray Ledger & Times .%
standoff in its antiinflation battle And
publisher Walter Apperson
Editor 11 Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger k Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Chrtst-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, inc. 103 N 4thSt .
Murray. Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 43071
SUBSCRIPTION RAMS In areas served by
carriers, 92 30 per month, payable in advance
By mail in 'allows> county and to Benton. Har-
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. KY.. and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. TO., 115.50 per
year By mall to other destinations. r16 00 per
mailmise
The Artaimed Press is esclusively entitled to
repifillib bow news originated by The Murray











Garrott's Galley By M. C. Garrott
He May Have Missed The TV Boat,
But He's Happy Here In Murray
If James Lawrence could have-seen
30 years ago what an emerging new
electronic medium called "television"
would grow into, chances are be would
have been a leading set designer in
Hollywood or New York today.
"It was in 1948," he recalled, "that I,
had an offer from 20th Century Fox to
go into television set designing, but I
didn't think TV was here to stay. It was
the' biggest goof of my life, but hind-
sight is better than foresight. Besides,
I'm perfectly happy doing what I'm
doing right here in Murray."
For the past 12 years, with exception
of four months during the past year,
James has been an interior designer
with Thurman's Furniture on East
Main. Those four months were spent in
Louisville where he joined his sister,
Kay, after their mother's death in
March, 1977.
In Louisville, he managed an Ethan
Allen furniture store, but soon found out
management wasn't for him. "Thur-
man's hadn't replaced me, so I thought
the best thing for me was to get right
back here to Murray where I belong,"
he laughed.
+++
James got into interior decorating
and design, at which he is quite
talented, much by accident. Born at '
Brewers, the little town near the
Graves-Marshall County line on High-
way 80 and famous for McCoy Tarry
and his 1947 state high school basketball
champions, James and his sister as
youngsters seemed headed for concert
George •tt
pianist careers. Now director of music
at the Parlcview Junior High School in
-Jeffersonville, Ind.;ltay did, to some
extent, reach that goal.
From the time he was four until he
was 10, his mother faithfully drove the
two of them into Mayfield for lessons
from Miss Mary Walker, one of the
sweetest ladies who ever lived. Miss
Mary was my mother's Sunday School
teacher and Mom dearly loved her.
When he was 10, though, Miss Mary
felt she had taught James and Kay all
she could and suggested that they
continue their lessons at Murray State
with Claire R. McGovern, the
university's talented piano instructor.
This routine was followed until James
came to the campus to go to college.
"By then, though, I had all the Bach,
- Beethoven and Chopin I could stand,"
he said. "Frankly, I was bored. The
music Kay and I could play was so
much more advanced than that offered
in the classes, It was no challenge."
-4-4-4-
It was in Miss Clara Eagle's art
classes in the same building that he
found his niche in life. "I always had
had a flair for design," he said, -and
found Miss Eagle's classes interesting
and exciting."
Although he didn't graduate from
Murray State, James holds a diploma
from the New York School of Design
and also attended the University of
Tennessee. He also is one of only two
members in West Kentucky of the
prestigious American Society of
Kentucky Closeup
The Poet Of
NItz Pea Ridge, Ky.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — The
world's a beautiful place when seen
through the eyes of the poet of Pea
Ridge.
A shy, gentle woman, Fairy Fern
Coop Neathery began writing eight
years ago to escape the loneliness of a
tworoom log cabin.
"My husband Joe was spending more
and more time in the field, hunting and
fishing to set food on the table. My
grandsons had started school and were
unable to come visit me during the
mornings. I picked up a pencil one day
and put down the words about the
things I know best."
Fairy Fern Coop is influenced by her
religious background, a love for nature,
and by life in Pea Ridge, a community
of seven families in Cumberland
County.
"My father was. a circuit riding
Methodist minister, who made sure I
knew right from wrong. I went to school
for 10 years, between Julys 'and
Januarys, when I wasn't doing chores
on the farm," she said.
Her father taught her that drinking
was evil and the 68-year-old poet em-
phasizes the point in this bit of verse
"Men and women drinking Whiske
and Beer from .the stand
e chidrewli/ingARsupirause
iskey
and you stinking ole Can , _
some day you will Be in the gutter
your liquid spilled on the land
when Jesus Comes from heaven he
will stop you
Stinking old can"
Fairy Fern Coop also recalls that her
town took its name from the wild turkey
pea that grows under the ground. -We
still have them around here."
Ginseng, a rare, valuable root, can
be found in the area and the Neatherys
pick up extra cash by harvesting it.
Domestic ginseng, reputed by some to
be a cure for everything, has been
retailing for nearly $400 a pound.
"Joe and me get Social Security
checks which help us through the
winter," said Fairy Fern Coop, adding
that the house is warmed by a log-a-day
th the wood burning stove. She also
turns out knitted wool socks spun on a
"heel more than 100 years old.
In the, evenings, the Neatherys get
together with their son Sam for banjo
picking featuring songs handed down
from generation to generation.
"Mom plays a unique style." said
tiarn. "It's like nothing I ever heard
before. Never had a lesson in her life."
But Fairy Fern Coop's first love is
her poetry, stacked neatly in a box in
one corner of the room. She would like
to see it published.
If that happens, the book would in-
clude two favorites. One is entitled
'Samuel and the little Dear," in which
her son hunts deer from his perch in a
tree.
The other mourns the passing of a
•
"winter is almost gone
when frogs holler in the pond
a pretty wren flew down Brown
feathers on its tail
It is pretty like the quail
Dove Began your lonesome coo
Snow Birds don't leave we will miss
you.,,
Interior Designers. The other is John
Parks of Paducah and originally from
Mayfield.
When he left Murray State, James
was good enough in the interior design
field to land a job with Golden's Custom
Furniture in Memphis, a firm which
designed and built furniture.
He was with Golden for seven years,
during which he and the firm had a part
in the interior decorating of
"Graceland," the Elvis Presley
mansion just after the singer bought the
stately old Colonial home from a doctor
in the early 1950s, Trying to spread the
work around, Presley had given the job
of decorating his home to several
Memphis firms; and James' film got
several of the rooms to furnish.
"The house was done in a theatrical
motif," he said, "with navy blue walls,
white woodwork and red carpeting in
much of it. The bedrooms were Navy
blue and chartreuse, and his was the
first of the kingside beds that I ever
worked with. Its spread had a big 'P'
quilted into it. He also had an all-metal,
pink and white kitchen, which was the
rage then."
+++
James says his biggest decorating
job, however, was not the Presley
home, but that of a wealthly contractor
in the late 1940s. "They went to
California for four months and told us
that when they came home all they
wanted to move into the new home was
their clothes, "he said. "We bought
everything the china, crystal, towels
and even the ash trays. It cost $25,000,
and that was a lot of money in those
days."
Until only a few years ago, James
kept up his music, playing piano in
bands and combos "in every bar and
grill within 100 miles." The most recent
was a five-piece group, which until only
a few years back was one of the most
popular in the area.
Playing with him were; Reed Hale,,
who works at Plaza Court, on guitar;
Danny Workman, who is in the car
business in town, on drums; and
various Murray State musicians they
would latch on to. The group since has
been disbanded, and none of the three
are playing professionally any more.
"I've even sold my traveling piano,"
James laughed.
+
James may at times feel like he
missed the boat with television back
there in '48, and occasionally he may
feel the itch to bang out some jazz on
the piano, but you'd never get either
impression from talking with him.
He's perfectly content doing just
what he's doing right here in Murray.








Approximately 3,000 feet of city
streets in Murray have been resurfaced
this summer, Mayor Holmes Ellis said
at the meeting of the Murray City
Council.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lona
Underwood, age 83.
Airman Apprentice William Don
Swann, on of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Swann, has been assigned to the U. S.
Naval station at Trenton, N. J. He has
been at Memphis, Tenn,
Tommy Lyons pitched a no-hitter as
the Phils beat the Orioles in baseball
play at the Murray City Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Melugin have
returned home after a visit with their
daughter, Mrs. Phil Harney and Mr.
Harney of Dallas, Texas.
Showing at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre is "Paris Holiday" starring
Bob Hope, Fernandel, Anita Ekberg,
and Martha Hyer.
' 30 Years Ago
Final preparations were underway.
today for the opening tomorrow mor-
ning of the annual Calloway County
Fair at the Planters Loose Leaf Floor
and the Outland Loose Leaf Floor.
The registered Jersey herd owned by
G. B. Scott of Murray has recently been
classified for type with an average
score of 85 per cent.
Prof. John Winter has been appointed
as piano instructor at Murray State
College. He comes here from Willow
Run, Mich,
Miss Minnie Jo McCord, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord of Murray,
was married to Frank James, son of
Mr. and Mrs Huler James of Clinton, on
Aug. 12.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Allbritten, Aug. 12, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Stranak,
Aug. 12, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Watson
Roberts, Aug. 14, and boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Orvley Houston, Aug. 14,
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 17, the 229th
lay of 1976.,  There are. 136-days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, Germany an-
nounced a total blockade of Britain in
World War II.
On this date: ,
In 1648, Oliver Cromwell defeated
Royalists under the Duke of Hamilton
at the Battle of Preston in England.
In 1786, a hero of the Battle of the
Alamo in Texas, Davey Crockett, was
`born in Tennessee.
In 1863, federal batteries and ships
bombarded Fort Sumter in Charleston
harbor during the Civil War.
In 1879, the French Panama Canal
Co. was formed under Ferdinand de •
Lessens.
In 1969, Hurricane Camille slammed
into the U.S. Gulf Coast. About 300
people were killed as the storm bat-
tered Mississippi, Louisiana, Ten-
nessee, West Virginia and Virginia.
In 1976, an earthquake that caused a
tidal wave on the southern Philippine
island of Mindanao left an estimated
8,000 people dead or missing.
Ten years ago: Georgia Gov. Lester
Maddox announced he was a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
president.
Five years ago: Secretary of Defense
James Schlesinger said the Soviet
Union had successfully flight-tested a
missile with multiple warheads that
could be alined at separate targets.
One year ago: The Israeli govern-
ment approved construction of three
new settlements in territory captured
from Jordanp the 1967 Six-Day War.
Tay' s: Farerlirre
West is 85 years old. Fin ncier John
Hay Whitney is 74. Franklin Roosevelt
Jr. is 64. •
Thought for today. Art may make a
suit of clothes, but nature must produce
a man — David Hume, Scottish
philosopher, 1711-1776
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In Friday's Jamboree Finale
Reidland, Trigg county Coaches
Look For Improvement In 1978
by TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Note: This is the second in
a series of three previewing
the third-annual West
Kentucky Football Jamboree
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Though the two teams won
only three games between
them last season, Friday
fiight's matchup between
Reidland. and Trigg County .
in the final contest dl the
West •Kentucky Football
Jamboree should be an
interesting one.
Danny Maxberry will
make his debut as head
coach at Trigg, a position
vacated by now-Murray
High Assistant Coach Jimmy
Harrell.
Trigg County won only
once while losing ten con--:
tests, but Maxberry feels
that last season's experience
will enhance this year's
chances.
"It's hard to say that we
will' do any better than last
season." Maxberry said.
"because I doial expect a lot
of depth on The team. But
many times a losing season
will help a team the next
year."
Reidland Coach Tony
Burkeen knows what his
squad must do if any im-
provement is to be made on
last year's 2-9 mark: play
well against Marshall
County_ .
"We opened our season
last year against Marshall
County as well as this
year)." Burkeen said, and
we were beaten not just
physically (a 34-7 loss), but
also mentally. It just
seemed that we never really
recovered from that."
That factor, according to
Burkeen, was a main con-
cern this winter when he
developed a weight program
to try and strengthen his
player's stamiria.
, Since most of Trigg
County's players will play
both ways (both offensively
and defensively), Maxberry
feels that his season success,
too, will rely on the physical
condition of his team.
"I think our lack of depth
hurt us last season, becuase
we led in many of our
games before the second
half began," -Maxberry said.
"A team that is in good
shape will definitely be an
-asser.--Bur rm--havhig a h
time convincing the kids
that we have to be in good
condition to have any hope
of a good year."
Reidland will have three
capable quarterbacks in 6-3
senior Charlie Peck, 5-8
junior Pete Johnson and 5-6
sophomore Randy Mayfield.
"Peck and Johnson will
definitely both see action,"
Burkeen said, -and
Mayfield's playing time will
'depend on the success of the
other two."
Peck was a substitute at
the start of last season, but
was forced into the starting
role when now-graduated
Tom Herrold was injured in
the third game of the year
Other offensive players
Burkeen figures to count on
are 6-0, 207-pound center
Brent Grimes- —"a real
college prospect" — and 5-
10, 165-pound fullback Gary
Slayden.
_ • - • ----- • •—
Burkeeen feels that the
best hitter on the squad and
a fine team leader wil be
Terry Hayden, a tailback on
offense and a safety on
defense. His teammates
deemed him "Hatchet"
becuase of his intensity.
Maxberry looks for junior
quarterback Mark Emery to
develop as the season
progresses. "He's a good
passer, but he needs a lot of
game experience to teach
himself descipline when he
sets to throw."
Burkeen, though, feels that
any winning team keys on a
sound _running attack. 'I
believe our offense will be
all right if we can contain
ourselves," he said.
"Last season, our defense
did a good job, but they
were on the field so much,
due to offensive errors, that
eventually we were always
scored upon."
Burkeen is trying to
eliminate players froth
-iiTaliiig
defense. "That's where the
conditioning comes in."
The Greyhounds have lost
only one player to .injuries
— wing back Gary Cham-
pion — due to an injured
knee.
Friday's game will be a
rematch between the two
Class AA schools in last
year's jamboree, which
Trigg won 7-0. "It would be
nice to win again, but that's
not what we're worried
about. We want to see what
we have," Maxberry said.
Tomorrow: Murray High
vs Caldwell.
Blue Was On, But Fryman 2-Hitter Lifts
Expos; Billingham 13-5 After Shutout
By The Associated Press
The thermometer was at
90 degrees. Vida Blue was
throwing his best heat. But.
Montreal's Woodie Fryman
was the hottest player of all
in Olympic Stadium.
Fryman, 7-7, hurled a one-
hater Wednesday night,
surrendering only a -single
• by Darrell Evans in the
second inning and facing
only 28 batters as the Expos
edged the San Francisco
Giants 1-0. TVS loss dropped
the Giants out of a tie for
first place in the National
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The Expos were glad to
get one against Blue, who
threw. a three-hitter. Larry
Parrish's fourth-inning triple
scored . Tony Perez, who
singled,. with the lone run.
Elsewhere in the NI.,
Pittsburgh bombed Cin-
cinnati 13-2, San Diego
edged the New York. Mets 2-
1, Atlanta blanked Chicago
9-0 and Houston was a 4-2
victor over St. Louis.
Dodgers 5, Phillies 2
Bob Welch won his fifth
game without a loss since
joining the Dodgers on June
19 and Reggie Smith sup-
plied the power with a grand
slam in the third inning as
Los Angeles took over first
place in the West.
"He has the confidence
and bulldoggedness of a Don
Drysdale, the motion and
delivery of Carl Erskine and
the good control of Don
Sutton," said Tom Lasorda
of his rookie sensation.
With men on second and
third and one out in the
third, Phillies Manager
Danny Ozark ordered Davey
Lopes waisted intentionally
and the move backfired
when Smith hit his grand
slam one out later.
Pirates 13, Reds 2
Dave Parker smashed two
homers and knocked in five
runs for the Pirates and
John Candelaria, 9-11,, won
his first. -garrir-sin over • a
month.
Astro, 4, Cardinals 2
Joe Niekro, Phil's younger
brother and a fellow
knuckleballer, pitched a six-
hitter, also walking one and
striking out five, leading- the
Astros to victory. George
Hendrick hit his 14th homer




Tigers in the wave of a
youth movement at Cin-
cinnati. 'Jack Billingham has
proved so far • this season
that he's still got a winning
right arm.
It's provided him with
some solid performances,
like Wednesday night's
seven-hit, 2-0 victory over
the Cleveland Indians. That
was Billingham's 13th
triumph of the season and





Buy either of these Toro! riding mowers before
Sept. 30, and we'll save you $150*, or receive a 51/2 bu
grass catcher for promotional models.
11 hp, 32" Toro` Front
Engine Rider.
Key-Lectric• start.
Big power and cut for
big lawns. But e,asy -
to handle, even in
tight spots.
11 hp, 42" model
also available.





long life and low
maintenance.
Save $150.* Now.
Ilavart you game without a Toro long enough?
• Comparing ,1061,0 sbr, • -4-01, rr4 fqt • binned tom.
PriCis Stitnect To I rwal4Jraretr Velon
RAY VT V.T,1% 1i.Iv.„ I4F1.".. I
LAWN MALI? FURNITURE, 1131111111 MOWER I TILLER
liii APPLIANCE & NARDWARE VILLAGE TRUE VALUE NAROWARE
changeup. It's made a big
difference this year.
In other American League
games, the New York
Yankees beat the Oakland
A's 5-3; the Seattle Mariners
stopped the Baltimore
Orioles 7-5; the Boston Red
Sox trimmed the California
Angels 4-2; the Chicago
.,White Sox turned back the
Texas Rangers 4-2; the
Milwaukee Brewers took a
doubleheader from the
Toronto Blue Jays, 8-1 and
3-2 and the Minnesota Twins
whipped the Kansas City
Royals 5-1 in the first game
of a double-header before
losing the second game 4-7.
Billingham seemed to get
stronger as the game
progressed, retiring 15 in a
row at one stretch beginning
in the fourth inning. The
triumph was Billingham's
eighth straight.
David Clyde pitched a
strong game for Cleveland,
giving up,but seven hits, but
the Tigers scored lone &runs
in the first and third in-
nings.
Yankees 5, A's 3
Bucky Dent hit his fourth
home run of the year, a
leadoff shot in the seventh
inning, to break a 3-3 tie and
trigger New York and
surging Catfish Hunter over
Oakland.
Hunter, 7-4, won his fifth
game since coming off the
disabled list on July 17. The
veteran right-hander worked
su innings.
Murray State Head Football Coach makes a point during a Racer practice evening. The Murray
gridders began practice in pads for the first time today.
Winter Bowling Leagues To Start
Soon. Following is a list of league
meetings:
Sunday Night Couples Aug. 27, 7:30 p.m.
Monday Night Mens Aug. 28, 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Night Ladies ” -Aug. 22, 7:00 p.m.*
Wednesday Night I Thu period open for group wishing toarganize a league Contact Corvette Lanes for ,
Assistance
Thursday Night Couples-   -Aug. 31, T: 00 lilt.
Friday Morning Ladies- Aug. 25, 10:00 a.m.
Saturday Morning Junior  Sept. 23, 10:00 a.m.





Clip This Ad Awl Bring To Corvette Laos,
Bowl 1 Game at Regular Price
And Got Second Game Fres
With This Ad! Expires Oct. 1-71
CORVETTE LANES
1415 Main St. -- 753-2202
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491
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Vernon Bradnas, at 6-6 and over 400 pounds, will look up to no
one this season. The freshman offensive tackle, as well as the
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Across from Colonial House Smorgasbord
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
With the Murray State
football season only 16
days away, Head Coach
Mike Gottfried feels that
the team has thus far
accomplished what he
had hoped: the overall
conditioning of the squad,
and a chance for he had
his staff to view the
freshman and their
_talents-
But Gottfried feels that
though the enthusiasm of
the squad is good, it must
get better. "There's still




The Racers will don
pads for the first time
today, but, according to
Gottfried, there won't be
a lot of heavy hitting
initially; it will be
gradual.
By The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
Kentucky football Coach
Fran Curci has never run
out of things to worry about.
Beginning his sixth season
with the Wildcats, he has to
follow his_own_tough act. a
10-1 season, 6-0 Southeastern
Conference mark and No. 6
national ranking. -
It's hard to improve a 10-1
•record and, given Ken-
tucky's schedule and player
losses, it seems Curci will -
be hardpressed just to equal
it. But that's how it seemed
last year, too.
"This time last year we
thought our schedule was
the toughest we ever faced,"
Curci said in an interview.
The Wildcats had just five
home games, and the road-
games included Penn State,
Louisiana State, Florida and
Georgia. Kentucky beat
them all.
Those games will be
played in Lexington this
year, along with contests
against Vanderbilt and
Baylor, the only team to
beat Kentucky in 1977. So
what's the problem, Coach?
"What worries me this
year is that every team we
play is improved," Curci
said. "You go right down
the line. Not only do we play
basically the same people,
we play some tough op-
ponents.
"This thing with South•
Carolina (the opening game)
really has me worried. They
practice 10 days before we
even get on the field. They'll
already have a game under
their belts and we have to
go down there and play at
night. They'll already know
what the strengths and
weaknesses of their own
team are. They've got a
tremendous advantage over
us in that area. Sometimes
you think you know the
areas where your team is
strong, but then it doesn't
turn out that way."
Kentucky's strength may
depend on the arm of
quarterback Mike Deaton,
Standing 6-foot-1, he is an
accomplished passer, but
lacks the intimidating
presence of his predecessor,
6-5 Derrick Ramsey.
Ramsey, a third-team All-
America who was drafted by
Oakland as a tight end, kept
pass defenders honest with
his rushing ability.
With his departure,
Kentucky's offense had to be
Murray's first scrim-
mage will be Saturday,
MSU's Press Day, and
will give area media a




through Aug. 23, with
practice sessions
scheduled for 9:30 a.m.
Friris '
evening practice with
begin around 2:30 p.m.,
since the West Kentucky
Football Jamboree will be
held that night in Stewart
Stadium.
One position that is still
open is at placekicker,
vacated by Hank
LaGorce, who didn't
report for practice. Jim
Durinaway, a freshman
from Greenup County, is
being considered for the
spot.
retooled for Deaton, but
Curci said he is accustomed
to such adjustments.
"I've never been in a
situation where I can say,
'This is my offense,' and
recruit accordingly," he
said. "We're .never ...able to
get all the good players we
want. When we get an ex-
ceptional - player like
Ramsey, we build an offense
around him and that's what
we did. Then I prayed that
he wouldn't get hurt and he
didn't, so we were lucky
there."
Also returning are running
backs Randy Brooks and
Freddie Williams. Chris Hill
has been moved to wide
receiver and Curci said the
jury still is out on Rod
Stewart, most valuable of-
fensive player in the 1976
Peach Bowl, whose season
ended last year with a knee
injury in the second game.
"We don't know what's
gonna happen there," Curci
said. "He's 4orked diligently
every day since he's been
out of a cast. He had a very
serious injury and that's all
you can say about it.
"We think we have a
pretty good offensive line,
good a line as anybody',
he said. You have to have
that, but you still have to
rely on somebody to make
the big plays so the defense
will have to gear up to stop
them."
Five players from an
excellent defense departed
for the pros, but Curci said
he was not worried about
this year's squad.
"We think we can have a
real good defense, although
we lost Art Still and a lot of
other good people," Curet
said.
Top returnees include nose
guard Richard Jaffe and
linebacker Jim Kovach. a
medical student and three-
year regular who missed
last season with a shoulder
injury and was granted an
extra year.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, km.
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE- 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
Gottfried is pleased
with the freshman turnout
— about 70 of 'the over
100 gridders out. One
impressive first-year





Quite a contrast exists
'In the 's- biggest 6R4-
smallest player. Vernon
Broadnax, from Xenia,








MSU Women's Fall Tennis
Announced; Five New Foes
Murray State Women's
Tennis Coach Nita Head has
scheduled nine difficult dates
of competition this fall for
the Easers.__
Included on the women's
fall tennis slate are four
quadrangular matches and







appear on the schedule for
the first time this season.
The Racers open the
season Sept. 8 at Car-
bondale, Ill..
Sept. 8-9 - Southern
Illinois, Illinois
Western Illinois at Car-
bond,ale, Ill.; Sept. 15-16 --
Northern Kentucky, Miami
(Ohio), at Highland Heights,
Ky.; Sept. 21 — Memphis








Oct. 3 — Middle Tennessee
at Murfreesborok, Tenn.;
Oct. 6-7 — Mississippi,
-Kentac-ky, Austin Peay;
13-14 — Louisville, Cincinnati
at Louisville, Ky.; Oct. 27-28
— KWIC Championships at
Bowling Green, Ky.
AM/FM/CASSETTE •
RECORDER CUT 37X._- - CTR-45 by ReaTistice
SAVE $30
Our Triple-Plays is great for home,
dorm or on-the-go! Enjoy AM/FiVI,
play pre-recorded tapes, record off-
the-air or live with built-in mike.
Auto-stop, auto-level, pause, push-
buttons. FM antenna and AC cord.
Needs 12V DC adapter or 4 "C" bat-
teries. 14-830
STYLISHLY COMPACT AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
Chronomatic® -116 by Realistic
Don't•be late! Awake to music, news or alarm. 3-hour
switch, 5-minute snooze bar and 24-hour wakeup alarm.
_Lighted dial, ealphone jack. 12-1510
AM MOBILE 2-WAY CB RADIO
TRC-424 by Realistic
Drive safely with






EC-495 by Radio Shack







cord.. Needs 4 "C"
batteries. 12-758






Fun for dorm or pool! Inflates to
36". Tough, thick vinyl. 68-1052
ONLY 200 PER STORE









N A DIVISION OF TANOV-CORPORATION PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES




A Tennessee Vol Who Snaps The Ball
Steve Porter, son of Bill and Magaret Porter of Murray, is a 6-3, 242-pound senior center for
the University of Tennessee with a special job: snapping the ball for punts and place kicks. His
consistency is a comfort to coaches, who realize snaps in kicking situations ore of critical im-
portance. Porter, 22, played football at Murray High School under Coach John Mina.
University of Tennessee nate










NUMMI CAM "JO 111,14
MIMING WANTS
ONLY $1.09





AKRON, Ohio (AP) — A
perfect game highlighted top
Professional Bowlers
-Association —money --winner-
Mark Roth's victory this
week in the $60,000 New
England Open at Cranston,
R.I.
Roth's victory pushed his
total winnings to $109,050,
barely under the all-time
one-year earnings record set
two years ago by this year's
isecond-place money winner,
Earl Anthony. The win was
Roth's seventh of the season,
tying a record held by Billy
Hardwick in 1969 and
-Anthony/n-197C -
Anthony, of Tacoma,
Wash., won $110,585 two
years ago. His earnings this
year total $71,188.
In third place in the
money standings is Marshall
Holman of Medford, Ore.,
with $54,010, followed by
Larry Laub of San Fran-
cisco with $46,645. Nelson
Burton Jr. of St. Louis is
fifth with $46,442.
ETHAN Ai.LEN SUMMER SALE
Save 10% to 20%






So Much On Sale to Create the Kind of Dining Room You Want!
Voislowver, you smell sin, your dining MOT Is saifn
Prffirl•nt " the lighl •vle the right fond and drink
That's shy an f thar 1,14.,n dining ronen has been IF.
idoesatn4 thousand' rr amilies over the'pracs
And no. donna /sir Summer Sale there are important
savings on a *election ot sewn dining morns plus carpets.
rugs lamps floor clocks. &tunes and so mix h more togs
sith them'
The furniture in this dining room of Antiqued Pine and
beautiful pine vorment is at the same time robust and
graceful Husky Arrowbork chairs boost deeply saddled
teats and the round "lambkin table rests on an imposing
massive pedestal base
411 Resod Table (711..00en)
Arrowbaci Side Chair
TABLE AND FOUR CHAIRS








STOREWIDE SALE DURING MONTH OF AUGUST!
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING
Convenient Terms... FMK Delivery
, t Lti Hum. F1 RSINHISCS
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
1 1 4 North Third St. Paducah, Kr








Joe Paterno, Penn State Fans Hoping For No. 1
By The Associated Press
Since Joe Paterno took
over as Penn State's head
football coach in 1966, the
Nittany Lions have had one
second-place finish in The
Associated Press rankings,
along with one third, three
fifths, one seventh, one
eighth and two 10th.
Obviously, something is
missing. And the Penn State
fans aren't looking to add a
fourth, sixth or ninth-place
standing to Paterno's glit-
tering 112-24-1 record. The
only thing on their minds
this fall is No.l.
And you can bet Paterno
is thinking along those lines,
too, even though he isn't
about to get overly excited
before the demanding 11-
game schedule begins.
A 11-1 mark last year was
the same as that of Notre
Dame, Alabama, Arkansas
and Texas, all of whom
finished ahead of Penn State
in the final ratings. But,
warns Paterno, "We should
be better than we were last
year," when the only
blemish was a 24-20 loss to
sixth-ranked Kentucky.
Only two things are better
than 11-1. One is 1141; the
other is 12-0-0. Either log
would be a formidable ac-
complishment with a
schedule that includes road
games against Ohio State
and Kentucky and winds up
with three Bowl winners —
Maryland, North Carolina
State and Pittsburgh.
The Lions have 32
returnees from last year's
top 44 players, led by
record-breaking quarterback
Chuck Fusina.
However, Penn State is
not even a shoo-in for the
mythical Eastern cham-
pionship. The Pitt Panthers,
according to Coach Jackie
Sherrill expect to have
"another outstanding football
team."
And it probably will come
as a surprise to learn that
Pitt has the best record in
the country over the last two
seasons — 12-0 and a
national championship in
1976, 9-2-1 last year.
"We put together a great
football team by the end of
the year," says Sherrill, who
must replace 12 starters,
including standout quar-





Rick Trocano and Lindsay
Delaney or transfer Scutt
Jenner — will have one of
the top receivers in the
nation in Gordon Jones. The
running game should he
stronger and so, despite
some major -losses, should
the defense, led by Hugh
Green, the brilliant fresh-
man end of 1977.
Boston College has its
usual complement of huge,
talented linemen (250-pound
guard John Schrneding and
260-pound defensive tackle
Ed Smerlas are the best;
and a new coach in Ed
Chlebe.
FORCED TO VACATE!
WE MUST MOVE!! OUR PARKING AREA
IS BEING TAKEN DUE TO HIGHWAY CON.
STRUCTION . OVER 3/4 MILLION DOLLAR
INVENTORY TO BE LIQUIDATED! ALL
MUST GO REGARDLESS! NOTHING HELD
BACK—SELLING—OUT FROM WALL TO
ALL SALES FINAL NO PHONE CALLS NO COD'S..WALL!
ON THE SPOT FINANCING'
•
Living Room Suites
Over 348 To Choose From
Every Piece of Uphostery
Is Marked Down Now! Many
At Cost or Below!
SAVINGS UP TO 5300.00 OR MORE
2 Pc. Suits 
$ 14800
Starting At









Hundreds To Choose From
Sleepers
Twin - Full - Queen
SMany Styles tarting At
& Fabrics To t 168.
Choose From ,)
Bedroom Suites






Every Suit Must Be Sold IAli OnBoys & Gilrs Bedrooms
Over 7 Groups
To Choose From Sale!!
All Brass Beds 25,
( Full, Queen, King '
In Stock) / U Off
Hollywood Bed Set
Mattress & Foundation $ 1 3r
Bed Frame & Headboard Complete
Bunk Beds All On- Captains Beds


















*Washers & Dryers *Ranges
*Dishwashers *Microwave Ovens
•Built-ins
All Colors & Styles
Many Models At Cost
























All Sizes Over 150 Sets in Stock




Desks (over 25 in stock)  200. Off
Grandfather Clocks 25% Off
Curios  Up To 25% Off
Wall Units  , Up To 25% Off
Consoles  Up to 25% Off
Baby Furniture Up To 50°. Olt
Secretarys  Up To 25°. Off
Dinettes
Chromecraft -Stoneville - Rissett
j 1,0




100's of Items-All Reduced!
All Merchandise
Is Subject To Prior Sale!
3366 South Belt! me
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At Murray State University
Business, Public Affairs Courses
Thirty-two evening classes
dealing with 12 subject areas
will be offered during the fall
semester at Murray State
University by the College of
Business and Public Affairs.
Registration for the nighttime
offerings is scheduled for Aug.
24 and 25 with classes
beginning Monday °evening,
aug. 28.
Included in the college's
evening lineup are: Nine night
classes in the Department of
Accounting and Finance;
three in the Department of
Office Administration and
Business Education; four in
the Department of Political
litr-Affalfs;
five in the DepErtment of
Economics; five in Marketing
and Business Administration;
and three in the Department
of Management.
According to Dr. David L
Eldredge, dean of the college,
all of the evening classes
carry three hours of academic
credit each and all will be
taught between the hours of 6
and 9 p.m. on the evenings
they meet. The classes being
offered and their meeting
times are:
Department of Accounting
and Finance: ACC 200-11
, (Principles of Accounting I,
Mondays; ACC 300-03 (In-
termediate Accounting I)
Wednesdays; ACC 302-02
▪ (Federal Income Tax ) ,
Tuesdays; ACC 590-01 (Survey
, of Accounting), Wednesdays;
and FIN 602701 (Financial
Administration of the Firm),
Tuesdays.
Also being offered by the
accounting and finance
department are four evening
-_ _dam* tn---real -estate: RES





Tuesdays; and RES 520-01
' (Construction and Blue
Prints), Thursdays.




vision of Business Education
and Distributive Education),
t Mondays; BOA . 250-01
I (Professional Development),
TwAidays; and BOA 521-01
(CPS Review I), Thursdays.
Department of Political
Science and Public Affairs:
CRJ 301-02 (Police Processes
and Systems), Tuesdays; CRJ
344-01 (Organized Crime in
America), Wednesdays; CRJ
543-01 (Seminar; Alcoholism





















Mondays; and MGT 654-01
(Seminar in Personnel and
Industrial Relations),
—rnursttays.
Also being offered by the
Department of Management
are these computer methods
and quantitative classes:
COM 201-01 (Report Program
Generator), Thursdays; CQM
343-04 (Statistics II), Thur-













(Business Law I), Thursdays;
and BUA (Social, Legal and
Political Environment
Business), Tuesdays.
Additional information may 
be obtained by contacting the
Office of the Dean, College of
Business and Public Affairs,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071. The




Registration day for all
Murray Elementary School
students will be held Mon-
day, Aug. 21, according to
Mary Ryan, principal of the
schools.
Mrs. Ryan said since the
school' has been reorganized,
all kindergarten through
second graders should report
to Robertson School, and all
third and fourth graders
should report Carter School.
A student may find his or
-her home room- by checking-
the lists posted in the
central hall at each of the
schools. Any student who
does not find his or her





8:00 to 8:30 -students
whose last names begin with
K to P.
8:30 to 9:00 -students
whose last names begin with
Q to S.
9:00 to 9:30 -students
whose last names begin with
T to Z.
9:30 to 10:00 -students
whose last names begin with
A to D.
10:00 to 10:30 -students
whose last names begin with
E to J.
Carter School
8:00 to 8:30 -students
whose last names begin with
A to D.
8:30 to 9:00 -students,
whose last names begin with
T to Z.
9:00 to 9:30 -students
whose last names begin with
,Q to S.
9:30 to 10:00 -students
whose last names begin with
E to J.
10:00 to 10:30 -students
whose last names begin with
K to P.





examination form, and a
birth certificate or hospital
record confirming the date
of birth. Students tran-
sferring into the Murray
City Schools from another
school system should present
an up-to-date Kentucky
immunization certificate.
Mrs. Ryan said buses will
not run for the elementary
schools on Monday, Aug. 21,
but will begin their regular,
routes on Tuesday, Aug. 72.
On Tuesday school will
begin at 8:00 a.m. at-both
schools and will be
dismissed at 11:00 a.m.
Kindergarten classes will not
be held on Tuesday, Aug. 22.
On Wednesday, Aug. 23,
school will be in regular
session with the hours at
both schools being 8:00 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. Lunch will be
served on that day. The
morning kindergarten
session will run from 8:00
a.m. until 10:30 a.m., and
the afternoon session from
11:45 a.m. until 2:15 p.m.
How big is a "large" loan?
Try one of ours for size.
One pers'on's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
of reasons. .
And vk lend really big amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
the, difference tieteeen.how
much your house is worth, and how
much you still owe on it.
If you're lookirig for a loan,
take a close look 4 our chart.









82,500 8 73 17 48 53,512_16 1.7.80%
83.000 $ 87.63 48 $4,206.24 17.69%
83,500 $ 90 41 60 $542460 18.80%
$4,000 8103.23 60 85,193 80 18.76%
• Annkt•I Pet •ontaoe Hate
Bel-Air Center
• ' Ph. 7534373
K
N4,eve got your loan










on each of these two
Poulan Chain Saws
* 2.3 cubic inch engine
• Automatic manual







• 100% bearing construction





tallow four to six weeks for














• Saves up to 50% of your
current heating bill
• Fire Brick Lined
• Virtually Airtight
• Bums Renewable Wood
Energy
• Guaranteed
• Patented Spin Draft
Controls
• Doesn't need Fans or
Fancy Gadgets













-Large capacity cold pack
canner has wire rack that






Quality' Paints at LOW PRICES .
4497GAL
SPECIAL LATEX INTERIOR PAINT
A washable, fong-wearing finish at an econ-
omy price. Dries to a velvety finish in about
30 minutes. White and 5 colors. 1-gallon cov-














FOOD MILL CUTTING BOARD
Mashes, grates, mos, and 1-inch maple board Han 
pureesGreat for fixing dies extend to fit sinks to 20




Give your house a high-quality
coat that resists fumes, alkali,
blistering, and fading. Even hides
surface irregularities. Spreads
smoothly—dries quickly. White








10-Pack of Pint Size. CR10





• hangs or stands in refrig-









Apple Peeler 1 1 95
And Corer
Lee Corn Cutter 249
and Creamer
Come To Murray lientaltuitfoi_
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ity Elementary School Bus
chedules Show Major Changes
A major change in tran-
sportation is being made this
year for the Murray
Elementary School, ac-
cording to Willie F. Jackson,
director of pupil personnel.
The Robertson Center will
house grades kindergarten
through second and the
Carter Center will house
grades three and four. All
es for the Murray
Elementary. School will pick
-students in :,grades one
through four.
Three buses will go to the
Monday and Tuesday. MURRAY ELEM. ScHOOL
Beginning Wednesday, Bus No. 2
Start: 7.20 a m.
Aug.23, the Middle School arriv, 7:50 a.m.
regular scheduled runs will STOP LOCATION
.
begin at 7:50 a.m. and 21 S 
8th at Mid School
743 Elm
school will be dismissed at 3 3  Elm at 6th
p.m. 4 6th at Poplar
5 .Poplar at L.D.Miller
Buses for Muray High 6 _416 S. L.D. Miller
School 1, No. 1, 2, 4, 61 will 7  100 Garden St.
begin their scheduled run at 90 
204 Cross
. . .S. 4th at 
G 
arland Cars
7:50 a.m. Murray High will to .... .. S. 4th By KAN
be dismissed Monday and'ii • .5. 4th by Bunny 
Bread
12 S. 4th at Blalock Coleman
Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. 13' _.SycamOre at 6th,
Beginning Wednesday. 14 .Sycamore at 7th
. .
Aug. 23, the Murray High 
7th1: 5 00S 710 Vine
regularly scheduled bus runs17 .805 Vine
Robertson Center first and will begin at 7:50 a.m. lines 
.402 S. 9th
 422 S. 9th
discharge ' the. 1.---irst . ar-iT—§ch(56rwittl5e 7,325ed at tirqoceed to -Carter Center, •
second grade students, then 
unload grades 3 and 4 and
proceed to the Robertson
g0 to the Carter Center to Center to
dfacharge third and fourth 2
glade students. Four buses
41 go to the Carter Center
fitst and dischrge the third
mild fourth grade students,
then go to the Robertson
Center to discharge the first
and second grade students.
Kindergarten students may
ride to school if they are in
the morning session or ride
borne if they are in the
afternoon session, Jackson
sad.
Puses for the Murray
Elementary School, Carter
add Robertson Centers, will
begin their bus runs
Tuesday, Aug. 22. Buses for
bcith centers of the Murray
Elementary School will
begin their bus runs at 7:20
a.al. Both centers will
detinic4 classes at 11 a.m.
Iliesday, Aug. 22 3
Beginning Wednesday, Aug 
4 1510 Valentine
„s _913
-23, all bus runs for Murray, a_  804 Walcirop
Elementary School will 7 Coldwater at Dodson
8
begin at 7:20 a.m. with 
Hales Tlr. Ct.
9
school being dismissed at to
220 p.m.
12
MRS & MRS SCHEDULES 13
Buses for the Murray 14 17th at Calloway
15 1712 canowarMiddle and Murray High 16 18th at Monroe
schools will begin 'their 17 18M at Olive
buses runs Monday, Aug. 21. 18 18th at Miller
Bus number two will pick
up both Murray Middle and
Murray High students in the
Five Points area, Jackson
said. The bus will proceed to
Murray- High, after com-
pleting its pickup, discharge
the high school students, The
go to Murray Middle to
discharge Middle School
students.
The location of the bus
stops are as follows with
major changes for Murray
Elementary School and
minor changes for Murray







16th • a • Calloway
2 16th at Ryan203 N. 16th
 Clark at Coldwater
 923 N. 18th
  808 N. 18th
 801 N. 18th
17th at Ryan
The Middle School buses,
I No. 2, 3, 5, 7) will begin
their scheduled run at 7:50
a.m. The Middle School will
be dismissed at 11:30 a.m.
19  18th Farmer•
20 100 N
Proceed to Robertson
Center; unload grades I and 2
and proceed to the Carter





































Fairlarte at S. 9th






'21 Orace Baptist (S. 9th)
22 509 S. 9th
Proceed it the Carter
Center, unload grades 3 and 4
and proceed to t Robertson







1 12th at Payne
2 ........ Payne at 10th
3 ....... . .Payne at 8th
4 Payne at Beale
5 Payne at 7th
6 Pine at 6th
7 Pine at 5th
Pine at 4th
9  .Ash at 3rd
10 Ash at Cherry
11 Ash at L.P. Miller
12 Ash at 1st
13 .206 Pine
14 304 Pine
15 Cherry at Spruce
14 ..L. P. Miller at Corn Bldg
P. Miller at Olive••18 . Olive at 5th
19 Olive at 6th
20 Olive at 7th
21 Olive at 8th
Proceed to Carter Center,
unload grades 3 ancl 4 and
proceed to the Robertson







1 .16th at Kirkwood
2  16th at Parklane
3 16th at Catalina
4 16th at Fox Meadows
5 Wiswell and 16th
6  1512 Oxford




11 Oxford at London
12 London at Tabard
13  1509 London
14. „ ........ London at Becket
15 London at Chaucer
16 Chaucer at Canterbury
17 S 16th at Glendale
IS S, 16th At ruidley 
19 S 16th at Henry
20 S 16th at Johnson
Proceed to the Robertson
Center, unload grades 1 and 2
and proceed to the Carter
Center to unload grades 3 and
4
Murray Elem. School -





1 Johnson at Minerva
2 Minerva at Audubon
3 Minerva at Magnolia
4 Magnolia at 17th
1613 Magnolia
6 1604 Magnolia
7  1606 Keenland
Keenland at 17th
9  1631 Catalina
10 1703 Parklane
11 1708 Holiday'
12 Holiday at Doran Rd.
13 Doran Rd. at Plainview
14 1726 Melrose
15 Melrose at Parklane
16 Melrose at Belmont
17 Belmont at Belmont Dr.
18 Belmont at 16th
Proceed to the Robertson
Center, unload grades 1 and 2
and proceed ft. the Carter







1 .......... ...Story at 13th
2 Story at Whitnell
3 Story at Sunny Lane
Story at Meadow Lane
5 ....Meadow Lane at Oak Or.
6 Meadow Labe at Henry
7 .. Meadow. Lane at Dudley
8 ....Meadow Lane at Kirkihood
9... Meadow Lane at Glendale
10 E. Dogwood at Mimosa
11 . E. Dogwood at Crestwood
12 . W. Dogwood at Mimosa
13 1503 Belmont
14  1506 Clayshire
15 ClayShire. at Kirkwood
16  1301 Kirkwood
17 1300 Peggy Ann
. 1205 Peggy Ann
Proceed to the Carter
,nter, unload grades 3 and 4,
,(xeed to the Robertson
,-nter, unload grades 1 and 2
Murray Middle School





.... .... .16th Calloway
Calloway at Kentucky
3 1662 College Terrace
4 17th at Calloway
5 17th at Ryan
6 801 N. 18th
7 808 N. 18th
923 N. 18th
9 .Coldwater Rd. at Dodson
10 804 Waldrop Dr.
11 913 Waldrop Dr.
12 Valentine at 16th
13 903 N. 16th
14 16th at Ryan
15 Ryan at 18th
16 18th at Calloway
IL 118th at Wells
Proceed to Muray High via
18th, the Doran Road, unload
high school students then
proceed to Murray Middle via






  Glendale at Whitnell
2 .. .. 1215 E. Dogwood
3..........1229 Dogwood Dr
4 1500 Glendale
. .Glendale at 16th
6 ... S. 16th, Fox Meadow:5(1st
R d )
7...5. 16th, Fox Meadows (2nd
R d. )
8 Canterbury Entrance
9 1514 Oxford Dr.
10 . Oxford at Chaucer
11. Oxford at Tabard
12 -1546 Oxford
13 Oxford at London
14 London at Tabard
15 1509 London
16 London at Becket
17 London at Chaucer
18 . Chaucer at Caterbury
19 16th at Kirkwood
20 16th at Dudley
21 16th at Henry
22 16th at Johnson
23..........16th at Sycamore
24 Locust at 16th
Locust at Broach
26 Williams at Locust
27 Main at Williams







1  46th at Loch Lomond
16th at Sunset
..Sycamore at Richardson
 Sycamore at Blair
 Sycamore at Lynnwood
Sycamore at MHS
...Johnson Blvd. at Minerva
....S. 17th at Audubon Dr.
S 17th at Magnolia
Keenland and Magnolia
Keenland at S. 17th
Holiday at Plainview
Holday at Doran Rd.
111 Doran Rd. at Magnolia
  17th at Farmer
17th at Miller
 17th at Olive
16th at Miller



































 16th at Belmont
9 Belmont at Belmont Dr.
10 . -Belmont at"Melrose
11 Melrose at Parklane
11  1727 Melrose
13 .. Melrose at Doran
Ii Doran Rd. at Plainview
15  1703 Parklane
16 ...Parklane at Catalina
17 . Parklane at 16th
18 . ..Parklane at Glendale
19 Kirkwood at Meadow Ln
20 ..Meadow Ln. at Story
11  907 
12 Meadow Lane at Story
13 .....Story at Whitnell
24 MSetoardy"ot 
Lane
Proceed to Middle School




16 Glendale at N. Kirkw
17 Kirkwood at Beim
18 S. 16th at Balm
19 S. 16th at S.Fox Me
20 . ... 1510 Defer
21 Oxford at Chauc
5  22 .. Oxford at Tabar
6 23 Oxford at Lond
7 24 London at Tabard
8 25  London at Becket
9  26 London at Chaucer
116 S. 2nd ..,47 Chaucer at Canterbury
100 Garden St' 23g  .S 16th at Glendale
Cross and Mulberry Proceed to Murray High
13 S 3rd Street School, unload.
4th and Sycamore
Proceed to Murray High,
unload.




3  Payne btw. Beale 7th
.Cherry at Ash














1 Vine at Broad
2 Vine at 7th
3 Vine at 6th
 , .514 S. 6th
5 6th at Sycamore
6 .. . Broad off Sycamore
7 624 Broad
Broad at Nash
9 Guthrie off Fairlane
10 Guthrie at Goodman
11 Goodman at Bagwell
12  Fairlane at S. 9th
11- Fairlane_aLlrene-Ler
14 Fairlane at Glendale






1 Irvan at Poplar
2 14th at Main




7 6th at Main
8 '6th at Poplar
 706 Elm
9th and Poplar
 Poplar at 11th
 11th and Elm
903 Vine















Mr. Collie wishes to express his heartfelt thanks, to all his customers for their
patronage through the years. He also wants to take this tiMe to recommend Mr. Nanney for
all your insurance needs.
Mr. Nanney has been in the insurance business for the past 10 years and will continue to' -
give the same courteous and efficient service that you have grown accustomed to.
Mr. Collie ask that his former customers call Mr. Narrney at - -
753-4931
107 ire g oti h St.
for service on their policies
BOB NANNEY INS. AGENCY
753-4937 107 N. 4th St.
Mr. Collie will be associated with the Bob Nanney Insurance Agency 44 a part-time basis.
JOHN'S SAVING CENTER
John Nanny, Owner 753-2320 2206 Coldwater Rd. (Highway 121 North) Murray
Invites Everyone To Help John Celebrate By Coming To The 4th
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CURSE YOU RED BARON — Snoopy, played by Johnny
Cannon flies his WW I fighter in4o combat.
ATTA BOY, SNOOPY —
talks to Snoopy, played
doghouse.
Patty, played by Dana Silcox
by Johnny Cannon, on his
'Charlie Brown' Opens Tonight
WHAT'S THE USE — Charlie Brown, played by Tim Hawkins ponders the meaning of
life, while Lucy, Jane Bailey, linus, Lewis Bossing, Patty, Dana Silcox, Schroeder, Steve
Hussung and Snoopy, Johnny Cannon watch.
Photos By Kaye Peebles
Stansbury Probe Continues
LOUISVILLE, Ky. -( AP —
Two former city police of-
ficers have been hired to
investigate Mayor William
Stansbury for a committee
of the Board of Aldermen in
Ifs probe of the mayor's
qpnduct in office.
•1•-Brian Hawley and David
Shepherd, who formed a
private detective agency
four months_ ago, will be
paid $35 an hour. Their firm,
Investigative Services Inc.,
was hired by S. Arnold
Lynch, lawyer for the
alderrnanic committee of
inquiry.
The panel was formed
July 27 in the wake of
disclosures that Stansbury
lied about his whereabouts
at the start of the city
firefighters' strike less than
two weeks earlier.
Both investigators were





Hawley, president of the
agency, left the police force
last October before Stan-
sbury took office. Shepherd
resigned after a
reorganization ordered last
January by Police Chief Jon
Higgins, a Stansbury ap-
pointee.
The former officers began
looking into Stansbury's
activities about a week ago,
but their hiring was not
announced until Tuesday
night after the Board of
Aldermen approved
guidelines for the inquiry.
There's plenty of fashion wise
mingling going on in our new fall
separates and coordinates.
Layaway now for your best
look on campus or for the office.
NOTE: Informal modeling from the Pixie









"You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown" opens
tonight in the City-County
Park at 8 p.m. Presented by
the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre the
play is based on Charles
Schultz's characters in the
comic script "Peanuts."
This final production of
the Summer Season will also
be shown on August 18, 19,
and 24, 25, 26. Admission is
$2.50 for adults and $1.50 for




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The country ham had been
chosen. The honey and
cheese had been tasted. And
the 75th Kentucky State Fair
was ready to open today.
Before the doors are
.-closed Aug. 27, it is expected
that more than 600,000
visitors wil have pushed
through the turnstiles at the
Kentucky Fair & Exposition
Center here.
Fairgoers will have seen
$150,000 worth of free shows.
They will have been through




children to Texas cattle
producers will have taken
home more than $360,000
worth of cash prizes and
awards.
Wednesday was a clay- for
behind-the-scenes work,
including the selection of the
winning country ham.
The winner was round,
smooth, pecan-colored„ and
pungent, "just like* a ham
should be," said Dr., James
Kemp, a University of
Kentucky animal science
professor who judged the
entries.
Kemp said the ham would
be worthy of the 15th annual
Kentucky Country Ham
Breakfast, a ham-industry
promotion scheduled for neat
Wednesday. The winning
ham is auctioned for
charity.
This year's winning ham
was entered by Broadbent's
B&B Food Products, of
Cadiz, which also won the
contest last year.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Friday at the Kentucky
State Fair.
8 a.m. — 4-H Tractor
Operators Contest, Stadium
Field.
9 a.m. — Open dairy
cattle judging, Broadbent
Arena.
10 a.m.— Buttons the
Clown, Military Exhibit
Area.
11 a.m. — Bicycle
Safety Rodeo, Stadium
-Fred; Doug
Sorry for the inconvenience during our .0
remodeling.
101 So. 13th St.
is joining other merchants in Murray
to make our building more attractive.
We hope to resume regular business
hours Monday, August 21st.
zr a
Riders in the Sky, West Hall
stage.
1 p.m. — Pipe-smoking
contest, West Hall.
2 p.m. — Bluegrass
Student Union, West Cour-
tyard . gazebo; rooster-
crowing contest Poultry
Department.
2:30 p.m. — Charlee, West
Hall stage.
ii p.m. — Open dairy
cattle judging, Broadbent
Arena.
6 p.m. — Teen-age rock
band, East Courtyard stage.
7 p.m. — Charlee, West
Hall stage.
7:30 p.m. — 4-H Variety
Show, Newmarket Hall.
8 p.m. — Rodeo, featuring
Dolly Parton, Coliseum;





TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale two
tracts of standing, selectively marked hardwood tim-
bri rOtlidtrafIg air15STIrrrangrr L77775D0 Tioarineei of
sawtirnber and 1,842 cords of pole timber. The two tim-
ber sale areas are in Land Between The Lakes located
as follows:
Work Area 54 sale contains an estimated
497,300 board feet of sawtimber and 734
cords of pole timber and is located ap-
proximately 3 miles west and 6 miles north
of4)over, Tennessee, in Stewart County.
Work Area 57 sale contains an estimated
630,200 board feet of- sawtimber and 1,108
cords of pole timber and is located ap-
proximately 6 miles west and 6 miles north
of Dover, Tennessee, in Stewart County.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
Unit, Land Between The Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 a.m.,
Central Daylight Time, September 7, 1978.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
timber should contact the above office. Office hours
are 7:00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from
the Forest Management Unit, Land Between the
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, telephone num-
ber 502/924-5602.





Pepsi of them all!
"The Boss saves you trips to the store.
'The Boss'. iets you bring home two
quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to--grip A
bottle.
The Boss" saves_you storage space.
Bringing home "The Boss" means
you'll use up less room in your
refrigerator or pantry. This handy giant
takes up le§s space than five cans or
two quart bottles
The Boss" saves that Pepsi-Cola
varkle.
The resealabie cap on "The Boss"
.keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servings sparkling fresh for as long
as you need them
"The Boss"... Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle.
HornEn BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO , PADUCAH. KY UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo . INC .PUR(14AKE NY
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ity Elementary School Bus
chedules Show Major Changes
A major change in tran-
sportation is being made this
year for the Murray"
. Elementary School, ac-
cording to Willie F. Jackson,
director of pupil personnel.
• The Robertson Center will
house grades kindergarten
•I through second and the
Carter Center will house
grades three and four. All
es for the Murray
Elementary School will pick
students in grades one
through four.
Three buses will go to the
Robertson Center first and will begin at 7:50 a.m. and 14 —422 S. 9th
disiharge che- -1r—ant —90104-4411 be-4461111idirm"-3--Proceerr --to—t-trrier—Cerner-
second grade students, then
go to the Carter Center to
discharge third and fourth
geade students. Four buses
will go to the Carter Center
Nest and dischrge the third
aid fourth grade students,
ttipn go to the Robertson
Lenter to discharge the first
azid second grade students.
Kindergarten students may
ride to school if they are in
the morning session or ride
home if they are in the
afternoon session, Jackson
said.
13uses for the Murray
Elementary School. Carter
add Robertson Centers, will
begin their bus runs
Tuesday, Aug. 22. Buses for
With centers of the Murray
Eltmentary School will
begin their bus runs at 7:20
a.èi. Both centers will
dismiss classes at 11 a.m.
-Thiesday, Aug_ 22—
Beginning Wednesday, Aug
23, all bus runs for Murray
Elementary School will
begin at 720 a.m. with
sehool being dismissed at
220 p.m.
MMS & MHS SCHEDULES
Buses for the Murray
Middle and Murray High
schools will begin their
buses runs Monday, Aug. 21.
The Middle School buses
(No. 2, .3, 5, 71, will begin
their scheduled- run at 7:50
a.m. The Middle School will
be dismissed at 11:30 a.m:
Monday and Tuesday. MURRAY ELEM. SCHOOL
Beginning Wednesday, Bus No. 2
Start.:20 am.
Aug.23, the Middle School Arisv 7„. 7: Se •An.
regular scheduled runs will STOP LOCATION
Sbegin.. at 7:50 a.m. and ;
school will be dismissed at 33
p.m. ._ 45
Buses for Muray High „
School No. 1, 2, 4, 61 will 7




 Poplar at L.D.Miller
416 S. L.D. Miller
 100 Garden St.
begin their scheduled run at : 
ss
s 4th at Gar12°4andCCa"—:
7:50 a.m. Murray High will io S 4th By K&N
be dismissed Monday and 11 S. 4th by Bunny Bread
12 . S. 4111 at Blalock Coleman
Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. 13
Beginning Wednesday, 14
Aug. 23, the Murray High ilis
regularly scheduled bus runs 17
p.m.
Bus number two will pick
up both Murray Middle and
Murray High students in the
Five Points area, Jackson
said. The bus will proceed to
Murray High, after com-
pleting its pickup, discharge
the high school students, the
go to Murray Middle to
discharge Middle School
students.
The location of the bus
stops are as follows with
Major changes for Murray
Elementary School and
minor changes for Murray






4  .1510 Valentine
5  913 Waldrop
6 WA Waldrop
7 Coldwater at Dodson
8   Hales hr. Ct.
9 Clark at Coldwater
10 923 N. 18th
11 808 N. 111th
12 801 N. 18th
13  17th at Ryan
14 17th at Calloway
15 1712 Calloway
16 18th at Monroe
17 leth at Olive
15 18th at Miller
19 leth Farmer
20 100 N. letn
Proceed to Robertson
Center, unload grades 1 and 2
and proceed to the Carter








  Sycamore at 7th
. _500 S. 7th
710 Vine
 805 Vine
. ' 1025 9th
unload grades 3 and 4 and
proceed to the Robertson



















10 Glendale at Bagwell








19 Fairlane at Circarama
20 903 Fairlane
21 Grace Baptist (S. 9th)
22 509 S. 9th
Proceed to the Carter
Center, unload grades 3 and 4
and proceed to t Robertson
Center to unload grade's 1 and
2.
Fairlane at S. 9th
816 S 9th
824 S. 9th







1 12th at Payne
2 Payne at 10th
3 Payne at 8th
4 Payne at Beale
5 Payne at 7th
6 Pine at 6th
7 Pine at 5th
8  Pine at 4th
9 'Ash at 3rd
10 Ash at Cherry
11 Ash at L.P. Miller
12  Ash at 1st
13 206 Pine
14  304 Pine
15 Cherry at Spruce
MaitCr at O. BileW 
I-18 
ildgivto L P M Pie..r lie. Olive at 5th
19 Olive at 6th
Olive at 7th20
21 . Olive at 5th
Proceed to Carter Center,
unload grades 3 and 4 and
proceed to the Robertson







1 16th at Kirkwood
2 16M at Parklane
3 16th at Catalina
4 16th at Fox Meadows
5 Wiswell and 16th
6 1512 Oxford
7 Oxford at Chaucer
8 15.30 Oxford
9   at Tabard
10  1546 Oxford
11 _Oxford at London
12 .London at Tabard
13 1509 London -
14.. ...... London at Becket
15 London at Chaucer
16 Chaucer at Canterbury
17 ....... .5. 16th at Glendale
lY ........ . .757Terfl
S. 16th at Dudley18 
20 ....... ..S. 16th at Johnson
Proceed to the Robertson
Center, unload grades 1 and 2
and proceed to the Carter






  Johnson at Minerva
2 Minerva at Audubon
3  Minerva at Magnolia




8 Keenland at 17th
9  1631 Catalina
10 1703 Parklane
11 1708 Holiday
12 . . Holiday at Doran Rd
13 Doran Rd. at Plainview
14  1726 Melrose
15 Melrose at Parklane
16  Melrose at Belmont
17 . .Belmont at Belmont Dr
18 Belmont at 16th
Proceed to the Robertson
Center, unload grades 1 and 2
and proceed to the Carter







1 ..... ...Story at 13th
2 ....... .Story at Whitnell
Story at Sunny.Line
4 Story at MeadoW Lane
5 ... Meadow Lane at Oak Dr.
6 .. Meadow Lane at Henry
7 .. Meadow Lane at Dudley
11.. Meadow Lane at Kirkwood
9... Meadow Lane at Glendale
10 . E Dogwood at Mimosa
- if E. Dogwood at Crestwood
12 W. Dogwood at Mimosa
13 1503 Belmont
14 1506 Clayshire
15 Clayshire at Kirkwood
16 1301 Kirkwood
17 1300 Peggy Ann
 1205 Peggy Ann
Proceed to the Carter
...enter, unload grades 3 and 4,
proceed to the Robertson







1.  16th Calloway
2 . Calloway at Kentucky
3 1662 College Terrace
17th at Calloway
....  ..... ..17th at Ryan
6 1101 N. 18th
 SOON. 11th
8 923 N. 18th
9 Coldwater Rd. at Dodson
10 ........ .....804 Waldrop Dr.
11 913 Waldrop Dr.
12 Valentine at 16th
13  ....903N. 16th
14  16th at Ryan
15 Ryan at 18th
16 18th at Calloway
17 . . 118th at Wells
Proceed to Muray High via
18th, the Doran Road, unload
high school students then
proceed to Murray Midale via






 16th at Loch Lomond
16th at Sunset
..Sycamore at Richardson
... .Sycamore at Blair
5 .. Sycamore at Lynnwood
6 Sycamore at MHS
7 .Johnson Blvd. at Minerva
8 ......S. 17th at AudUbon Dr.
S 17th at Magnolia
 Keenland and Magnolia
 .Keenland at S. 17th
  Holiday at Plainview
 Holday at Doran Rd.
 Doran Rd. at Magnolia
17th at Farmer
17th at Miller












  16th at Farmer





. ...1205 Peggy Ann
.1301 Kirkwood
Kirkwood at Clayshire
. .... 1506 Clayshire
..,Clayshire at Belmont
 16th at Belmont




 Melrose at Doran
Doran Rd. at Plainview
 1703 Parklane
- . Parklane at Catalina
Parklane at 16th
Parklane at Glendale
19 Kirkwood at Meadow Ln.
20 .MeadowsoryLtn.atatS.tio3rthy
21   907 Meadow Lane
22 Meadow Lane at Story
23 .Story at Whitnell
14
. 
Proceed to Middle Schoot





























1 Glendale at Whitnell
2 -12f5 E. Dogwood
3 1229 Dogwood Or
4 1500 Glendale
5 Glendale at 16th
16th, Fox MeadowslIst
R d. 1
7. .5. 16th, Fox Meadows (2nd
R d, )
8 Canterbury Entrance
9. i  1514 Oxford Dr
10 Oxford at Chaucer
11 Oxford at Tabard
12    1546 Oxford
13 Oxford at London
14 London at Tabard
15 1509 London
16 don at Becket
17 London at Chaucer
18 aucer at Caterbury
19 16th at Kirkwood
20 16th at Dudley
21 16th at Henry
22  16th at Johnson 5
23 16th at Sycamore 6
24 '...Locust at 16th 7
25  Locost at Broach 8
26 Williams at Locust 9
27 Main at Williams









Payne Ow. Beale 7th
Cherry at Ash
5   Ash and 2nd St.
6 407 First Street
7 206 Pine St.
8  Spruce at 2nd
9 205 S. 2nd
10 416 S. 2nd
11 100 Garden St
12 Cross and Mulberry
13 S 3rd Street
14 4th and Sycamore







1 Vine at Broad
2 Vine at 7th
3 Vine at 6th
4 514 S. 6th
 6th at Sycamore
Broad off Sycamore
 624 Broad
 Broad at Nash
Guthrie off Fairlane
10 Guthrie t Goodman
11 Goodman at Bagwell
12 Fairlane at S. 9th
13... ...Fairlane et Irene Ter.
Fairlane al—GTenciale
15 Glendale at E. Dogwood
-
16 .Glendale at N. Kirkwood
17 Kirkwood at Belmont
1$ S 16th at Belmont
19  S. 16th at S.Fox Mea.
20 1510 -Oxford
21 Oxford at Chaucer
22 
....,. Oxford at Tabard
23 Oxford at London
24 London at Tabard
25 London at Becket
26 London at Chaucer
27 Chaucer at Canterbury
2e S 16th at Glendale







1 lrvan at Poplar
2 14th at Main
3 13th at Olive Blvd.
4 Olive at 10th
S._ 805 Olive
6. 607 Olive
7  6th at Main
e 6th at Poplar
9 706 Elm
10 9th and Poplar
11 Poplar at 11th
12 11th and Elm
13 903 Vine
14. 422 S. 9th
15.  1104 Sycamore
1A. -,......4.... —5Y more at  .131 






Mr. Collie wishes to express his heartfelt thanks, to all his customers for their
patronage through the years. He also wants to take this time to recommend Mr. Nanney for
all your insurance needs.
Mr. Nanney has been in the insurance business for the past 10 years and will continue to
give the same courteous and efficient service that you have grown accustomed to.
Mr. Collie ail( that his former customers allMr. Nanney at
.„ 753.-4937
or go by
107 N. 4th St.
for service on their policies
BOB NANNEY.INS.AGENCY
753-4937 ,A07 N. 4th St. .
Mr. Collie will be associated with the Bob Nanney Insurance Agency on a part-time basis.
JOHN'S SAVING CENTER
John Nanny, Owner 753-2320 2206 Coldwater Rd. (Highway 121 North) Murray
Invites Everyone To Help John Celebrate By Coming To The 4th
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CURSE YOU RED BARON - Snoopy, played by Johnny
Cannon flies his WW I fighter into combat.
ATTA BOY, SNOOPY - Patty, played by Dana Silcox
talks to Snoopy, played by Johnny Cannon, on,- his
doghouse.
'Charlie Brown' Opens Tonight
WHAT'S THE USE - Charlie Brown, played by Tim Hawkins ponders the meaning of
life, while Lucy, Jane Bailey, Linus, Lewis Bossing, Patty, Dana Silcox, Schroeder, Steve
Hussung and Snoopy, Johnny Cannon watch.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Tiro former city police of-
ficers have been hired to
investigate Mayor William
Stansbury for a committee
of the Board of Aldermen in
its probe of the mayor's
conduct in office.
Brian Hawley and David
Shepherd, who formed a
private detective agency
four months ago, will be
paid $35 an hour. Their firm,
Investigative Services Inc.,
was hired by S. Arnold
Lynch, lawyer for the
aldermanic committee of
inquiry.
The panel was formed
July 27 in the wake of
disclosures that Stansbury
lied about his whereabouts
at the start of the city
firefighters' strike less than
two weeks earlier.
Both investigators were





Hawley, president of the
Photos By Kas:e Peebles
agency, left the police force
last October before Stan-
sbury took office. Shepherd
resigned after a
reorganization ordered last
January by Police Chief Jon
Higgins, a Stansbury ap-
pointee.
The former officers began
looking into Stansbury's
activities about,- a week ago,
but their hiring was not
announced until Tuesday
night after. the Board of
Aldermen approved
guidelines for the 'inquiry.
There's plenty of fashion wise
mingling going on in our new fall
separates and coordinates.
Layaway now for your best
look on campus or for the office.
NOTE: Informal modeling from the Pixie









Sorry for the inconvenience during our ,remodeling.
101 So. 13th Si.
is joining other merchants in Murray
to make our building more attractive.
We hope to resume regular business
hours Monday, August 21st.
"You're A Good Man,
Charlie Brown" opens
tonight in the City-County
Park at 8 p.m. Presented by
the Murray-Calloway. County
Community Theatre the
play is based on Charles
Schultz's characters in the
comic script "Peanuts."
This final production of
the Summer Season will also
be shown on August 18, 19,
and 24, 25, 26. Admission is
$2.50 for adults and $1.50 for




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The country ham had been
chosen. The honey and
cheese had been tasted. And
the 75th Kentucky State Fair
was ready to open today.
Before the doors are
closed Aug. 27, it is expected
•that more than 600,000
visitors wil have • pushed
through tlie turnstiles at the
Kentucky Fair & Exposition
Center here.
Fairgoers will have seen
$150,000 worth of free shows.
They will have been through
11 days of carniva) rides,
contests and exhibits.
And exhibitors ranging
1  Kentucky-- --school
children to Texas cattle
producers will have taken
home more than $360,000
worth of cash prizes and
awards.
Wednesday was a day for
behind-the-scenes work,
including the selection of the
winning country ham.
The winner was round,
smooth, pecan-colored and
pungent, "just like a ham
should be," said Dr. James
Kemp, a University of
Kentucky animal science
professor who judged the
entries.
Kemp said the ham would
be worthy of the 15th annual
Kentucky Country Ham
Breakfast, a ham-industry
promotion scheduled for next
Wednesday. The winning
ham is auctioned for
charity.
This year's winning ham
was entered by Broadbent's
B&B Food Products, of
Cadiz, which also won the
contest last year.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Friday at the Kentucky
State Fair.
8 a.m. "- 4-H Tractor
Operators Contest, Stadium
Field.
9 a.m. - Open dairy
cattle judging, Broadbent
Arena.
10 a.m. - Buttons the
Clown, Military Exhibit
Area.
11 a.m. - 4-H Bicycle
Safety  Rodeo, 'Stadium
Field; Doug Green -air-
Riders in the Sky, West Hall
stage.
1 p.m. - Pipe-smoking
contest, West Hall.
2 p.m. - Bluegrass




2:30 p.m. - Charlee, West
Hall stage.
5 p.m. - Open dairy
cattle judging, Broadbent
Arena.
6 p.m. - Teen-age rock
band, East Courtyard stage.
7 p.m. - Charlee, West
Hall stage.
7:30 p.m. - 4-H Variety
Show, Newmarket Hall.
8 p.m. - Rodeo, featuring
Dolly Parton, Coliseum;






Pepsi of them all!
-The Boss" saves you trips to the store.
"The 'Boss" lets you bring home two
quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip -
bottle.
"The Boss" saves you storage space.
Bringing home The Boss" means
you'll use up less room in your
refrigerator or pantry. This handy giant
takes up less-space than five cans or
two quart bottles
"The Boss" saves that Pepsi-Cola
sparkle.
I he resealabie cap on "The Boss"
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servIngspariclingfreth for as long
as you need them.
"The Boss" Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle.
RoTTI ED BY PAIIKWAH BOTTLING CO . PADUCAH h
NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale two
tracts of stancling.aelestlysly_Darktd AardActocLana•:,_
containing an estimated 1,127,500 board feet of
sawtimber and 1,842 cords of pole timber. The two tim-
ber sale areas are in Land Between The Lakes located
as follows:
Work Area 54 sale contains an estimated
497,300 board feet of sawtimber and 734
cords of pole timber and is located ap-
proximately 3 miles west and 6 miles north
of Dover, Tennessee, in Stewart County.
Work Area 57 sale contains an estimated
630,200 board feet of sawtimber and 1,108
cords of pole timber and is located ap-
proximately 6 miles west and 6 miles north
of Dover, Tennessee, in Stewart County.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
Unit, Land Between The Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 a.m.,
Central Daylight Time, September 7, 1978.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
timber should contact the above office. Office hours
are 7:00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid
forms and detailed information may be obtained from
the Forest Management Unit, Land Between the
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, telephone num-
ber 502/924-5602.
.s,"' BOSS: Ain taao(MARIO Or Per,.. Cc,
a
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Murray State And Henry Co.
Schools Join Hands On Grant
Murray State University
and the Henry County
(Tenn.) public school system
have been awarded a federal
grant .of up to $1.1 million
tor a five-year Teacher
Corps Project designed to
meet the learning needs of
children from low income
Funded by the U. S. Office
of Education of the
Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, the
program involves a grant
award of almost $150,000 for
1978-79, . with—continued
funding each year for four
more years.
Dr. Jerome C. Hainsworth,
a professor in the Depart-
ment of Instruction and
Learning at Murray State
and author of the grant
proposal, will serve as the
project director'. Dr. William
0. Price assisted in the
grant preparation.
He said experienced
teachers will be retrained
to enable them to improve
the school climate by finding
and developing ways to
foster improved learning for
children from low socio-
economic backgrounds." The
program will aLgo provide
preservice leacher training.
Teachers in grades one
through 12 from four schools
- Henry County High,
Grove Junior High, Henry
Elementary, and Puryear
Elementary - and the J. R.
Miller Center for exceptional
children will be involved in
the project.
Hainsworth7 summarized
the thrust of the program as.
an effort . to establish
minimal. acceptable stan-
dards of achievement for
students at all levels and
then to prepare teachers to
devise teaching stategies to
bring students up to those
standards. •
"To accomplish our
purposes. it will be
necessary for teachers to.
develop a more complete
understanding of the multi-
cultural heritage within the
Henry County area and of
the children they teach," he
noted.
Hainsworth said his en-
thusiasm about; the. project
has been enhanced by his
observation of a genuine
commitment of the part of
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Selmaisers oda erre net
received tbeir beseedisiveral
copy el Ibis Illerroy Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Nowley-
Miff or by 3:39 p.m. ow Unwr-
ap, are wood to cell 753-1416
betwese 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Ileadary-fritims, or 3:30 p.m.
mid 4 p.m. Saturdays, to lasers
*Avery el the Newspeper. Cells
Nast be pieced by 6 p.m.
weisiulays er 4 p.m. Setwremys
to avereates delivery.
the Henry County com-
munity to support and to





his pleasure that the system
has been approved to par-
ticipate with Murray State
University in a joint venture
with the scope and
magnitude of Teacher Corps.
"We feel that the Teacher
Corps Project will have a
p5Lt1LP4 irn.acL94 the 
teachers and students alike
during the planned five-year
period. We are very ap-
preciative of the preparation
and planning by Murray
State and look forward to
the association with its
representatives during this
period," he added.
Faculty members i. the
Department of Instruction
and Learning at Murray
State will work as program
development team leaders.
.Dc Roger Childress is
assigned to Henry county
High, Price to Grove Junior
High and the Miller Center,
and Dr. Willis Johnson to
the elementary schools.
Gary Schroeder, also a
member of that faculty and
a grant contributor, will
serve as document-
evaluator.
Team leaders will direct
the work of three-member
teams in each school.
Working with them will be
the principal and a faculty
member from each school
who has been designated as
site coordinator.
Principals are: Darrell
' Rowlett, Henry County










Howard, Grove Junior High;
and Grace McCain, Henry
Elementary.
Hainsworth said the first
year will be devoted to
planning, the second and
third to implementation of
planning objectives, and the
fourth and fifth to the actual
institutionalization of the
project.
The Teacher Corps grant
is .the second awarded to
Murray State. The other was
for $409,414 to support a two-
year program in 1975-77 in a
school in Christian County.
Hainsworth wrote the grant




LONDON (AP) - Three
Americans from New
Mexico floated over South
Wales at sunrise today,
heading for the English
Channel and northern
France after completing the
first successful crossing of
the Atlantic by balloon.
Ben Abruzzo, 48, Maxie
Anderson, 44, and Larry,.
Newman, 31, all from
Albuquerque, were expected
to bring their balloon, the
Double Eagle II, down
somewhere in northern
France early tonight after
setting new time and
distance records for balloon
flight.
•'We hope they keep going
as long as they can." said
the ground flight director,
W.C. "Doc" Wiley. "We
want them to establish a
record no one can break.
It's a great achievement to
cross the Atlantic, but they
are in such good shape that
I think they can go on for a
long while yet.•'
The Double Eagle 11 com-
pleted the Atlantic crossing at
10 p.m. Wednesday (5 p.m.
EDT)-, • Shannon Airport
reported, reaching the south-
west coast of Ireland 121 hours
and 18 minutes after the 112-
foothigh, helium-filled bag
took off last Friday night from
Presque Isle, Main, near the
Canadian border_
It was the 18th attempt to
cross the Atlantic by
balloon, and the 16th from
west to east. The last
previous attempt, and the,.
closest to being successful,
was made two weeks ago by
Britons Donald Cameron and
Christopher Davies, who
ditched 117 miles from the
French coast.
Seven persons died in
previous attempts.
By dawn today, the Double.
Eagle II had floated across
southern Ireland and the St.
George's Channel and was
over the Pembrokeshire
coast of South Wales,
moving southeast at 30
knots, Wiley reported from
his flight control center in
the London Hilton Hotel.
One coast guard report put
the balloon at 20,000 feet,
another at 10.000, but the
heat of the sun on the
helium was expected to lift
it to 20.000 if it wisn't
already there.
We expect them to cross
the Bristol Channel, England
and the English Channel
about lunchtime Thursday,
then the French coast in the
Le Havre area and land
somewhere in the Paris
region at around 8:30 p.m.
(3:30 p.m. _EDT)," Press
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Committee Unhappy With LRC's




— The interim Labor and
Industry Committee is
unhappy with the Legislative
Research Commission's
creation of a special sub-
conunittee to study work-
men's compensation.
The corrtelittee said
Wednesday that review of
the controversial subject
should be left m its hands
completely, and the panel
votapalthe_o_c_tion to
the LRC at the commission's
September meeting.
The committee also voted
to hold its next meeting the




6 Transac- 4 Farm animal
bons 5 Periods
11 Toils 6 Challenge
13 Haphazard 7 Abstract
14 Symbol for being
silver 8 Paid notice
15 Restaurant 9 Plundered
workers 10 Besmirch
17 Diphthong 12 Poses
18 Negative 13 Tell
20 Fur piece 16 Covers





26 Metal fas- 25 Straighten
tener • 27 Roman num






























in response to the outcome
of the appeal.
Committee members
claimed the LRC had
overstepped its authority in
refusing to allow Labor and
Industry to form its own
subcommittee to study the
issue.
The committee also ex-
pressed concern that its
jurisdiction over workmen's
compensation had been
superceded by the special
subcommittee.
______The--special—panolT--to- be




earlier this month by the
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle


























36 Tilled - 47 Ship chan-
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ENERA L —"CA L L
- OFF 7NE
SEARCH.. r
COME ON , SHAKE(
YEE, I KNOW
OUR TANK!
LRC in the wake of a
jurisdictional dispute over
workmen's compensation.
Deputy LRC Director Gary
Luhr told the committee the
LRC has the authority to
form any special sub-
committee it wants. Luhr
said the Labor and Industry
Committee could also study
workmen's compensation,
but added that he thought it
wold be a duplication of
effort.
The corrutiittee, however,
was upset -1557- r1Lstter mom
LRC Director Vic Hellard
saying that the practical
effect of the subcommittee
was that "Labor and
Industry no longer has
jurisdiction over workmen's




committee in the letter that
any recommendation of the
special subcommittee would
be referred to the Labor and
Industry panel.
The committee said it felt
there were discrepencies in
what Hellard said in his
letter and what the LRC
approved. The group listened
to a tape of the Aug. 4 LRC
meeting which seemed to
concur that it still has
jurisdiction over workmen's
compensation.
The dispute began when
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NEW KENTUCKY COLONEL Following the Summer Commencement exercises Aug.4 at Murray State University, Kentucky Gov. Julian M. Carroll, left, presented a Kentucky
Colonel commission to Dr. terry Mayes, an associate professor in the Department of
Speech and Theatre. The presentation, the governor noted, was made on behalf of his
daughter, Patrice, who had been a student of Mayes' and who was among the 501
graduates awarded degrees during the ceremony. Governor Carroll was the principal
speaker for the mid-afternoon ceremonies in Lovett Auditorium.
College Tuition Break-For
Middle Incomers Seems Stuck
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter's plan to
provide college tuition aid to
middle-income families is
stuck in the House Rules
Committee with no
assurance it will be cleared
for floor .action before
Congress adjourns Los__ the
year.
"There just hasn t been
any pressure to get the bill
out," a Rules Committee
aide said.
Rep. William Ford, D-
Mich., whose Education and
Labor subcommittee
produced the bill, wrote the
Rules panel on July 21 and
again on Wednesday to ask
that the measure be sent to
the floor, so action can be
completed this year.*
But the aide said the
Rules Committee must deal
with a heavy backlog of
legislation to extend expiring
c 
WELL...DO YOU WANT
TO K VV NO MORE ABOUT
IT,OR HAVE YOU HEARD
ENOUSH?
O , "
ITS OKAY -ALL sTi4AD IN IT
WAS A SALAmo SANDWICH.
  ANYwAY! ,„._. • s-
jkrUH., MAJOR., WHEN THE GENERAL LEARNSv THE GIRL IS NOT IN THE CAGE .. WHAT THEN
L 1
THEN HEAL'




it can handle such matters
as the tuition bill.
This source, who asked not
to be identified, refused to
speculate on the chances the
bill might die in Committee.
Only four work weeks
remain before Congress is
supposed to adjourn for the
year on Oct. 7.
The Senate version of the
bill, which would extend
existing federal tuition grant
and loan programs to
middle-income students,
passed Wednesday by a 68-28
margin.
That -vote came less than
a day after senators- also
approved a rival aid plan,
which would allow a tax
credit of up to $500 per
student to help offset college
tuition costs.
The House has approved a
version of the tax credit,
which the administration
opposes. The president's aid
plan has been held up in the
Rules Committee since
shortly after it was ap-
proved by the Education and
Labor Committee in
February.
Before any major bill can
be considered by the House,
it must be cleared by the
Rules Committeels
Carter proposed the
grantloan program in an
effort to head off passage of
the tuition tax credit bill. He
contends the tax bill is
inequitable because, in
contrast to his awn program,
it would provide benefits to-
all regardless of need.
The grants and loan bill
passed by the Senate would -
provide federal tuition
assistance to an estimated
1.2 million students.
The key part of the plan
would make students from
typical families in the
$25,000-ayear income range
eligible for federal tuition
grantirldr—the first time.
More than 88 percent of the
grants now go to students




— R.W. "Dub" Wilkins has
been appointed as executive
director of the new state
Labor-Management Advisory
Council.
Wilkins was formerly an
executive with Associated
Industries of Kentucky and
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. •
Your Individual   7>ei 
Horoscope
 FraftesDrake 
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 18, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for- • yeur birth
Sign.
ARIES
r Mar. 21 to Apr.-2OV/4
Stars auspicious. Be ob-





Apr. 21 to May 21166 1-47
You may have an unusual
opportunity to advance your
interests immediately — one
which could have an im-
portant bearing on the future
as well. Accept.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
You always enjoy a
challenge, and you may face
some interesting ones now.
Tackle with vigor, but don't
undertake ventures you would
not usually consider
CANCER
June 72 to July 231 GO
Domestic affairs, possibly a
personal matter will need
some extra attention. Do not,
however, negleot daily chores
or business needs because of
It.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23J64
Scattered efforts will
confuse, lead you off course
You can win big gains if you
buckle down to essentials
and STAY with them
VIRGO




well; but defer taking action
tont early next week. .
LIBRA
Jiiieirk.A4 to Oct. 23t
influences. Quelliter
and investigate where there is
margin for error Ito not
accept suggestions blindly.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 'TL.'
Quick decisions may now be
required due to suddenly
changing situations. Be ready
to thirilt and act — but without
-mxiety. -
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Xilatri#
Seeking an easy solution to a
complex problem may only
compound the complications.
Face up to it, tackle it as you
should, and there'll be no
sonry aftermath.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
A day in which you could be
error-prone, so give careful
attention to details —
especially in domestic mat-
ters.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stress your perceptiveness.
A bit of shrewd observation
will enable you to note certain
new trends, obtain valuable
information
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
Look for some unusually
pleasant communications
from those at a distance; also,
new contacts which could
prove invaluable in a business
way.
YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by Leo, the Lion,
and so are endowed with greet
magnetism, strength of
character and purpose, en-
thusiasm and a zest for living.
You are a born leader and lend
power and influence to all
activities, but must learn to
wield authority with
discretion. YOur pride, which
is often excessive, tends to
make you domineering and
this you must conquer if you
are to keep the many friends
are extremelyLttillitl:'
and could succeed in almost
any field of your choosing
properly educated, of course.
Birthdate of: Meriwether
Lewis, explorer; Shelley





The sponsor of a motion to
cite HEW Secretary Joseph
A. Califano Jr. for contempt
of Congress says he hopes
Califano Will find some way
to furnish by mid-September
subpoenaed documents





voted 9-8 Wednesday to
recommend that the
secretary of health,
eduttiun and welfare 
held in contempt if he did
not turn over the documents.
The motion was sponsored
by Rep. Albert Gore Jr., I)-
Tenn.
Members said the
documents were needed for
an investigation of whether
major drug companies buy
generic or chemically named
drugs, put their own brand-
name labels on them and
then charge steeply higher
prices for the drugs.
At a hearing on Tuesday,
Califano gave the sub-
committee confidential data




But he said Attorney
General Griffin Bell had
said Califano could not
provide documents showing
the precise manufacturing
process because they are
legally protected trade
secrets.
"I'm hopeful the secretary
will negotiate more seriously
in the next two to three
weeks before the full
committee is scheduled to
vote (on the contempt
citation)," Gore said.
"I think he now knows
we're very serious about this
Matter. I predict the full
committee will vote the
contempt citation as
recommended, but I'm
optimistic we'll .be able to
reach a compromise solution
between now and that vote,"
Gore added in an interview.
Califano says he and the
Food and Drug
Administration "are deeply
committed both to promoting
the use -of less expensive
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Lexington P,plice said
Wednesday that $2,185 has
been recovered from
Tuesday's robbery of a
branch of Citizens Union
bank. But police said they
still have not located the
gunman and a blonde
woman believed to have
driven the get-away vehicle.
Bank officials have
declined comment on how
much money was stolen, but
the gunman is believed to
have dropped part of it after
a cannister exploded inside
the money bag. The can-
nister contained red dye.
Police and FBI agents
said they don't know how
long the dye sticks to skin,




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
An advisory committee has
approved guidelines for local
school districts to use in im-
plementing the Educational
Improvement Act passed by
the 1978 General Assembly.
General Assembly.
The guidelines will be
considered by the state
Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education at its
Sept. 5-6 meeting.






The guidelines provide for
use of the existing Com-
prehensive Tests of Basic
Skills to determine student
competencies in six basic
learning areas as stated in




Each district will use test
results from prior years and
informatibti— iiiiitta;c7"Wr
public hearings to determine
the strengths and
weaknesses of the local
school program and to
develop an improvement
plan.
generic drugs and to ending
the drug companies' practice
of secretly marketing
generic drugs produced by
other manufacturers as their
own, more expensive brand-
name products."
Gore said brand-name
drug companies justify the
higher prices "by saytng
their factory processes are
unique."
"However, we now know
that all they do in many
instances is contract with
generic drug company
41seteries--whe -the •
medicine — and then all
they do is put their label on
it and mark up the price
dramatically," he said.
The brand-name com-
panies contend they have
-one of their employees in
the generic drug company
factory, Gore said, but the
subcommittee wants to know
from Califano "exactly what
that person does."
In recent years, the
subcommittee, headed by
retiring Rep. John E. Mess,
D-Calif., has voted contempt
citations against other
Cabinet members but none




am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other






































Benton, K. Ph. 527-8463
EZELL BEAUTY School
Will be closed Mon.,
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Murray State And Henry Co.
Schools Join Hands On Grant
Murray State University
and .the Henry County
(Tenn.) public school system
have been awarded a federal
grant of up to $1.1 million
tor a five-year Teacher
Corps Project designed to
meet the learning needs of
children from low income
"Funded by the U. S. Office
of Education of the
Department of Health.
Education and Welfare, the,
program involves a grant
award of almost $150,000 for
1978-79, with continued
funding each year for four
-yeers,_
Dr. Jerome C. Hainsworth,
a professor. in the Depart-
ment of Instruction and
Learning at Murray State
and author of the grant
proposal, will serve as the
project director. Dr. William
0, Price assisted in the
grant preparation.
He said experienced
teachers will be retrained
•'to enable them to improve
the school climate by finding
and developing ways to
foster improved learning for
children from low socio-
economic backgrounds." The
program will also provide
preservice teacher training.
Teachers in grades one
through 12 from four schools
Henry County High,
Grove Junior High, Henry
Elementary, and Puryear
Elementary — and the J. R.
Miller Center for exceptional
children will be involved in
the project.
Hainsworth summarized
the thrust of the,program as
an effort to establish
minimal acceptable stan-
dards of achievement tar.
- students at all levels and
then tO - prepare teachers to
devise teaching stategies to
bring students up to those
standards.
"To accomplish our
purposes, it will be,
necessary for teachers to
develop a more complete
understanding of the multi-
cultural heritage within the
Henry County area and of
the children they teach," he
noted.
Hainsworth said his en-
thusiasm about the project
. has been enhanced by his
observation of - a genuine
commitment of the part, of
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Setscrews Pb. taw non
stertreed Weir beenwdefivered
sew of Tbo Newry, Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.a. Mem*.
Fridley or by 3:30 p.m. se Senor-
days ere wiped to cal 753-1116
leirtwoes 530 pa. owl 6 p.m.,
Illenday.friday, or 3:30 p.m
and 1 p.n. Saterdays, to imam
delivery of fee newspaper. Cale
siert be pissed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Saturdays
ts gesnewee isivery.
the Henry County com-
munity to support and to





his pleasure that the system'
has been approved to par-
ticipate with Murray State
University in a joint venture
with the scope and
magnitude of Teacher Corps.
"We feel that the Teacher
Corps Project will have a
positive impact on the
teachers and students alike
during_ the ,planned five-year
period. We a're very ap-
preciative of the preparation
and planning by Murray
State and look forward to
the association with its
representatives during this
period," he added.
Faculty members to the
Department of Instruction
and Learning at Murray
State will work as program
development team leaders.
Dr. Roger Childress is
assigned to Henry (..ounty
High, Price to Grove Junior
High and the Miller Ceriter,
and Dr. Willis Johnson to
the elementary schools.
Gary Schroeder, also a
member of that faculty and
a grant contributor, will
serve as document-
evaluator.
Team leaders will direct
the work of three-member
teams in each school.
Working with them will be
the principal and a faculty
member from each school








Pury ear Elementary; and





Howard, Grove Junior High;
and Grace McCain, Henry
Elementary.
Hainsworth Said the first
year will be devoted to
planning, the second and
third to implementation of
planning objectives, and the
fourth and fifth to the actual
institutionalization of the
project.
The Teacher Corps grant
.is the second 'awarded to
lurray State. The other was
for $409,414 to support a two-
year program in '1975-77 in a
school in Christian County.
Hainsworth wrote the .grant




LONDON ( AP) —. Three
Americans from New
Mexico floated over South
WaTths--at • •'sunrise— today,
heading for the English
Channel and northern
France after completing the
first successful crossing of
the Atlantic by balloon.
Ben Abruzzo, 48, Maxie
Anderson, 44, and Larry
Newman, 31, all from
Albuquerque, were expected
to bring their balloon, the
Doable Eagle II, down
somewhere in northern
France early tonight after
setting new time and
distance records for balloon
flight.
•'We hope they keep going
as long as they can," said
the ground flight director,
W.C. "Doc" Wiley. "We
want them to establish a
record no one can break.
It's a great achievement to
cross the Atlantic, but they
are in such good shape that
I think they can go on for a
long while yet."
The Double Eagle II corri--
pleted the Atlantic crossing at
10 p.m. Wednesday (5 p.m.
EDT), Shannon Airport
reported, reaching the south-
west coast of Ireland 121 hours
and 18 minutes after the 112-
foothigh. helium-filled bag
took off last Friday night from
Presque Isle, Main, near the
Canadian border.
It was the 18th attempt to
cross the Atlantic by
balloon, and the 16th from
west to east. The last
previous, attempt, and the
closest to being .successful,
was made two weeks ago by
Britons Donald Cameronand
Christopher Davies, who
ditched 117 miles from the
French coast.
Seven persons died in
previous attempts.
By dawn today, the Double'
Eagle II had floated across
southern Ireland and the St.
George's Channel and was
over the Pembrokeshire
coast of South Wales,
moving southeast at 30
knots, Wiley reported from
his flight control center in
the London Hilton Hotel.
One coast guard report put
the balloon at 20,000 feet,
another at 10.000, but the
heat of the sun on the
helium was expected to lift
it to 20,000 if it wasn't
already there.
"We expect them to cross
the Bristol Channel, England
and the English Channel
about lunchtime Thursday,
then the French coast in the
La Havre area and land
some*here in the Paris
region at around 8:30 p.m.
(3:30 p.m. EDT)," press
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3 lb. can 89c
YELLOW
ONIONS
3 lb bag 1 OC
with $12.50 additional
with $12.50 additional purchase excluding


































































MEAT MAKES THE MEAL
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Committee Unhappy With LRC's




- The interim Labor and
Industry Committee is
unhappy with the Legislative
Research Commission's
creation of a special sub-
committee to study work-
men's compensation.
The committee said
Wednesday that review of
the controversial subject
should be. left in its hands
completely, and the panel
voted to appeal the. action to
at the commiqine's.
September meeting. *
The committee also voted
to hold its next meeting the
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in response to the outcome
of the appeal.
Committee members
claimed the LRC had
overstepped its authority in
refusing to allow Labor and
Industry to form its own
subcommittee to study the
issue.
The committee also ex-
pressed concern that its
jurisdiction over workmen's
compensation had been
superceded by the special
subcommittee.
The special panel, to be




earlier this month by the
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LRC in the wake of a
jurisdictional dispute over
workmen's compensation.
Deputy LRC Director Gary
Luhr told the committee the
LRC has the authority to
form any special sub-
committee it wants. Luhr
said the Labor and Industry
Committee could also study
workmen's compensation,
but added that he thought it
would be a duplication of
effort.
The committee, however,
was upset by a letter from
Mt- Dite-cf.tir- Vic- 'ffellard
saying that the practical
effect of the subcommittee
was that "Labor and
Industry no longer has
jurisdiction over workmen's




committee in the letter that
any recommendation of the
special subcommittee would
be referred to the Labor and
Industry panel.
The committee said it felt
there were discrepencies in
what Hellard said in his
letter and what the LRC
approved. The group listened
to a tape of the Aug. 4 LRC
meeting which seemed to
concur that it still has
jurisdiction over workmen's
compensation.
The 'dispute began when
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NEW KENTUCKY COLONEL Following the Summer Commencement exercises Aug.4 at Murray State University, Kentucky Gov. Julian M. Carroll, left, presented a Kentucky
Colonel commission to Dr. Jerry Mayes, an associate professor in the Department of
Speech and Theatre. The presentation, the governor noted, was made on behalf of his
daughter, Patrice, who had been a student of Mayes' and who was among the 501
graduates awarded degrees during the ceremony. Governor Carroll was the principal
speaker for the mid-afternoon ceremonies irclovett Auditorium.
College Tuition Break For
Middle lncomers Seems Stuck
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Carter'S plan to
provide college tuition aid to
middle-income families is
stuck in the House Rules
Committee with no
assurance it will be cleared
for floor action before
Congress adjourns for the
year. •
--.!1There--pist leen
any pressure to get.the bill
out," a Rules Committee
aide said.
Rep. William Ford, D-
Mich., whose Education and
Labor subcommittee
produced the bill, wrote the
Rules panel on July 21, and,
again on Wednesday to ask
that the measure be sent to
the floor, so action can be
completed this year.'
But the aide • said the
Rules Committee rnust deal
with a heavy backlog of
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government programs before
it can handle such matters
as the tuition bill.
This source, who asked not
to be identified, refused to
speculate on the chances the
bill might die in committee.
Only four work weeks
remain before Congress is
supposed to adjourn for the
year on Oct. 7.
The Senate version of the
bill, which would extend
existing federal tuition grant
and loan programs to
middle-income students,
passed Wednesday by a 68-28
margin.
That .vote came less than
a day after senators also
approved a rival aid plan,
which would allow a tax
credit of up to $500 per
student to help offset college
tuition costs.
The House has approved a
version of the tax credit,
which the administration
opposes. The president's aid
plan has been held up in the
Rules Committee since
shortly after it was ap-
proved by the Education and
Labor Committee in
February.
Before any major bill can
be considered by the House,
it must be cleared by the
Rules Committee.
Carter proposed the
grantloan program in an
effort to head off paL;age of
the tuition tax credit bill. He
contends the tax bill is
inequitable because, in
contrast to his own program,
it would provide benefits to
all regardless of need.
The grants and loan bill
passed by the Senate would
provide federal tuition
assistance to an estimated
1.2 million students.
The key part of the plan
would make students from
typical families in the
$25,000-ayear income range
eligible for federal tuition
.grante-fet-the first time.
More than 88 percent of the
grants now go to students




- R.W. "Dub" Wilkins has
been appointed as executive
director of the new state
Labor-Management Advisory
CounCil.
Wilkins was formerly an
executive with Associated
Industries of Kentucky and
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What
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ir
Stars auspicious_ Be ob-





(Apr. 21 to May 21)t$
You may have an unusual
opportunity to advance your
interests immediately - one
which could have an im-
portant bearing on the future
as well. Accept.
GEMINI
(May 22 to Jur*. 211
You always enjoy a
challenge, and you may face
some interesting ones now.
Tackle with vigor, but don't
undertake ventures you would
not usually consider.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)8
Domestic affairs, possibly a
personal matter will need
some extra attention Do not,
however, neglect daily chores
at business needs because of
It.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)4/2
Scattered efforts will
confuse, lead you off course.
You can win big gains if you
buckle down to essentials--
, and STAY with them
VIRGO




well, but defer taking action
(until early next week
I IRRA
Sept. 24 tO Oa. 23 /41
Mixed influences. Question
,nd investigafe where there is -
(largin for error Do not
((rept suggestions blindly-
11.04-
FOR FRIDAY. AUGUST 18, 1978
kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 fl'
the stars say, read the (*lick decisions may now be
forecast given for your birth required due to suddenly
Sign. changing situations. Be ready
to think and act - but without
anxiety.
SAGITTARIUS oleo(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 •
Seeking an easy solution to a
complex problem may only
compound the complications.
Face up to it, tackle it as you
should, and there'll be no
sorry aftermath.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
A day in which you could be
error-prone, so give careful
attention to details -
especially in domestic mat-
ters.
AQUARIUS "ow
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 "--)1
Stress your perceptiveness.
A bit of shrewd observation
will enable you to note certain




1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) • ;•(%
Look for some unusually
pleasant communications
from those at a distance; also,
new contacts which could
prove invaluable in a business
way.
YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by Leo, the Lion,
and so are endowed with great
magnetism, strength of
character and purpose, en-
thusiasm and a zest for living.
You are a born leader and lend
power and influence to all
activities, but must learn to
wield authority with
discretion Your pride, which
is often excessive, tends to
make you domtneering and
this you must conquer if you
are to keep the many friends
4au _make along lifeiryted.
You are extremely versatile
'and could succeed in almost
any field gf your choosing -








The sponsor of a motion to
cite HEW Secretary Joseph
A. Calif ano Jr. for contempt
of Congress says he hopes
Calif ano will find some way
to furnish by mid-September
subpoenaed documents





voted 9-8 Wednesday to
recommend that the
secretary of health,
education and welfare be
-eonterript-if -he -did-
not turn over the documents.
The motion was sponsored
by Rep. Albert Gore Jr., I)-
Tenn.
Members said the
documents were needed for
an investigation of whether
major drug companies buy
generic or chemically named
drugs, put their own brand-
name labels on them and
then charge steeply higher
prices for the drugs.
At a hearing on Tuesday,
Califano gave the sub-
committee confidential data




But he said Attorney
General Griffin Bell had
said Califano could not
provide documents showing
the precise manufacturing
process because they .are.
legally protected trade
secrets.
"I'm hopeful the secretary
will negotiate more seriously
in the next two to three
weeks before the full
committee is scheduled to
vote (on the contempt
citation)," Gore said.
"I think he now knows
we're very serious about this
matter. I predict the full
committee will vote the
contempt citation as
recommended, but I'm
optimistic we'll be able to
reach a compromise solution
between now and that vote,"
Gore added in an interview.
Califano says he and the
Food and Drug
Administration "are deeply
committed both to promoting
the use of less expensive
Stolen Money
Is Recovered
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Lexington Police said
Wednesday that $2,185 .has
been recovered from
Tuesday's robbery of a
branch of Citizens Union
bank. But police said they
still have not located the
gunman and a blonde
woman believed to have
driven the get-away vehicle.
Bank officials have
declined comment on how
much money was stolen, but
the gunman is believed to
have dropped part of it after
a cannister exploded inside
the money bag. The can-
nister contained red dye.
Police and FBI agents
said they don't know how
long the dye sticks to skin,




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
An advisory committee has
approved guidelines for local
school districts to use in im-
plementing the Educational
Improvement Act passed by
the 1978 General Assembly.
General Assembly.
The guidelines will be
considered by the state
Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education at its
Sept. 5-6 meeting.






The guidelines provide for
use of the existing Com-
prehensive Tests of Basic
Skills to determine stedent
competencies in six basic
learning areas as stated in




Each district will use test
9,A5"e--.A0At-itema
information gathered at
public hearings to determine
the strength's and
weaknesses of the local
school program and to
develop an improvement
plan.
generic drugs and to ending
the drug companies' practice
of secretly marketing
generic drugs produced by
other manufacturers as their
own, more expensive brand:-
name products."
Gore said brand-name
drug companies justify the
higher prices "by saying
their factory processes are
unique."
"However, we now know
that all they do in many
instances is contract with
generic drug company
factories who make the
Arid,---then- -all 
they do is put their label on
it and mark up the price
dramatically," he said.
The brand-name com-
panies contend they have
one of their employees in
the generic drug company
factory, Gore said, but the
subcommittee wants to know
from Califano "exactly what
that person does."
In recent years, the
subcommittee, headed by
retiring Rep. John E. Moss,
D-Calif., has voted contempt
citations against other
Cabinet members but none
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EZELL BEAUTY school
will be closed Mon..
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Etaispity . . 753-5131
bean
Society . . . 759-1111
--fampreitessivr--- • ----
Can  753422
Poises Csalrel . .  753-1513
Swim Cilinas . . 753-0929
  7534E0








WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 7534333.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Curtis
Bouldin would like to
thank all of our friends
for the kindness shown
to us for the loss of our




Harold Crissom and to
Gallimore Funeral
Home. Also, the nurses
of Murray-Calloway
County. Hospital and to







The Family of Curtis
Bouldin
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies: Made fromany
size into any size. -
Wallets low as 24 cents. 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
75341s5. Free Parking




Boys & ages 74531,647:
Register by phone
4. In Memory
• ' RS ago Aug.
16, 1971 on a Monday
morning at 9:-15 the
death angel visited the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Edd Travis and
claimed little -Ora Belle
Travis and called her
home to be with her
Heavenly Father who
loved her too.. Oh how
lonely the years have
been since you left us
and how we have all,
missed you, home is not
the same without your
smile. Your kindness
and love you had for us
all, but one day we all
will meet again in a
better home and will be
happy. We all loved you
so dearly but God loved
you best. Sadly missed
and loved by the Farrnly
of L A. Travis.
5 lost And Found
LOST FEMALE Pointer
bird dog. White with
liver spots. In Sinking
Springs Church area.
Call 753-5233 after 6 p.m
LOST ONE light brown
heifer calf with horns.
about 8 months old. .






$3.00. per hour plus
SPF plus bonus, TsS:
Experienced preferr-
ed. Apply to Paul
Winslou 's, Olympic
Plaza 759-1636.
neryiihe that ?i1pedin 131=1111 -
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for RN's and LPN's,
full time or part time.
Personnel needed for 3-




















• 8881 or write MERRIC-
- M , --1311k - 1277,
Dubuque. Iowa 52001..
HELP WANTED
If you are tired of serving Satan. God has a job for
you, telling thttoocl news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great, 'Mlle labors are few. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 413:m. - Bible classes 7 to 8 and 11 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answrrs anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600
HELP WANTED need
kitchen help from 2-10.
Call 753-4171 Rib Shack.
OPENING FOR ladies
and a man mixer
operator, 18 to 65. Apply
-in person only, KY.













sick leave, hospital and
life insurance with
major medical benefits,
first class FCC licensed
desirable, however,'
technical work ex-
perience will be con-
sidered. Please send full
resume to P. 0. Box 32S.
WAITRESS WANTED
full time, 5 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. Former applicants





Work at home - no
experience necessary -
excellent pay. Write
• American Service, 8350







distance, must be neat
and be 25 or over. Call or
come by Kentucky
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
753-4953.
"RAY'S ROOST" will be
accepting applications
starting Monday, Aug.
21st for all _shifts.
Waitresses cooks prep
work, clean-up and bus-
dish personnel needed.
Apply in person at the
Amoco Truck Stop,
Junction 1-24 and U.. S.
Highway 62.
WANTED: COOK and
waitresses . Apply in
person after 2 p.m.
1206 Chestnut.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
in Murray area. Age 21














selling -is almost here.








in person to Room 37,
Murray Plaza Court,
Wednesda) or Thur-
sday, 4-8 p.m. Apply
on if you are interested
in making $10,000 plus.
ARE YOU ooking or a
career with a future and
unlimited potential"
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We ..are
looking for an assistant
manager who is
responsible and willing




Smith at Burger Queen
of Mayfield, 1002 Pa.
Road. 1-502-247-1548 foi
-..an. _zppoiatmant. Fqual 
Opportunity Employer.
BABY SITTER for five
year old in my home 4
days a week, 10:30 to
4:30. Must provide own
transportation and do
house cleaning. Phone




my home. Two small
children, afternoons.
Call - 753-0062 before
3:00.






FOR SALE or trade for





Hudson 3 Tandy Center,
Ft. Worth, TX. 76102, or
call 1-817-336-3030.
FOR-S'ALE, grocery
• doing good business on
Jim. 121 at Graves-
Calloway County line
489-2533.
WANT TO BUY STA
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
A SMALL used motor-
cycle, 753-6293.
WANTED FEATHER
beds for the next two
weeks. Write Box 13, Rt.
1, Almo, Ky. 42024. Call
753-7462 after 6 p.m.
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
TIMBER WANTED. We
pay top prices on
standing timber, tie
logs, or veneering. Call
489-2334, Wayne Adams.
WOULD LIKE to buy
canopy bed, call _after _
3 p.m. 753-8001.
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL




15 Articles For Sale
GOOD USED- 3 BR
trailer. 759-1127
GOOD USED gas dryer.
759-1127.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, larnenated
plastic, sizes 2':4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.













freezers, on* used 110
air conditioner, four
manual typewriters,
school desk from $1 to
$2. Murray Ford Trac-













B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.





Monday-Friday- 7:30-2:30 Satizday 7: 30 til 5 :00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013
NOW OPEN




Most Brands of Motorcycles
16th & Main St.
Phone 753-3322
TIME TO MOVE WITH KOPPERIM REALTY
WHIP INFLATION NOW
With this spacious 3 BR, 2 bath home with living
room, den, kitchen & dining room. Lots of special
features for year-round enjoyment including
fireplace for that cold winter ahead, and large
wooden backyard deck for those summer
cookouts! You can enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for through a separate apart-
ment with vaulted beamed ceilings and a
fireplace. The apartment currently rents for $125
per month. This is another new listing so phone
us right away! Priced in the 40's.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
IN DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Located at the corner of 3rd and Main Streets
and known as the Wallis Grocery Building, this is
an excellent location for any retail business.
Priced realistically at only $22,500. Phone our of-
fice for more details.
HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
Located near Kentucky Lake. and having TVA
frontage: this is an opportunity to own your
private farm with easy access to swimming,
boating and fishing on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Home is very attractive and is situated on lovely
wooded lot. Also a restorable log house is on
property Phone us for all the details
NEAR UNIVERSITY
A single-family home with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, living room, kitchen-dining room corn-
bination, utility room, or a two family house with
separate entrances. Also a lovely fenced-in yard,
plus an extra large garage and workshop or
storage building. Low 40's.
PLEASING PRICE
Charming 2 bedripom home near Kentucky Lake
Home has attractive kitchen-den combination,
lovely fireplace in the living room, new wall-to-,
wall carpeting, new drapes and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at only $14,500. Don't delay
phone today on this bona fide bargain.
LAKE LIVING
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Ken-
tucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large con-
crete patio and uooden deck. Priced in the 20's.
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
Grocery-Gas Station with excellent income
potential located on busy Highway, 94, 12 miles
from Murray near Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales, fishing equipment and
bait sales, trucks for transporting produce. This
is a well-established business and an excellent
income producer. All operating figures furnished
upon request.
55 ACRES
Located just off Highway MO. approximately 51/2
miles from Murray. Approximately 30 tendable
acres fronting on black top road.
RUSTIC CHARM
Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27'x 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric heat pump,
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, com-
fortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by.
Phone us today for more information. Low 60's.
MOVE ON IN!
Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace. 1
block from university. Great Location and home
is in excellent condition. Priced in the 20's.
Vacant - Immediate Occupancy.
INVESTMENT PACKAGE
Located in quiet street near the university-
quaint 2 bedroom bungalow with large fireplace,
wood-beamed ceilings and lots of charm
throughout. ALSO garage apartment building
with 2 rental units-each bringing in good rate of
return. This entire package priced at $29,000.






Three bedroom home and 2 bedroom mobile
home on 2L2 acres. City water, septic system has
capacity for 6 mobile home hook-ups. Located
2"2 miles East of Murray city limits. Price
reduced to $30,000
SMART STYLE-SMART BUY
"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in appliances,
custom built cabinets,, heat pump, thermopane
windows are only a few of the quality features of
this home. The price Wright! M's.
MOBILE HOME
Exceptionally neat and attractive mobile home
located East of Murray and the price has just
been reduced $2,500 for a fast sale. Check this out
right away! Now priced at 39.500.
FRIENDLY LITTLE HOME
Three bedroom bungalow on quiet street. Home
is neat as a pin with maintenance free aluminum
siding and economic natural gas heat, plus extra
lot which would be excellent for large garden
House and extra lot priced right- in the 20's. Fast
possession.
THREE BEDROOM CHARMER
Just listed brick ranch home with central heat
and air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced
backyard and lots of other pleasant features in
this dream home. Priced in the 30's. Located at
1619 Kirkwood.
NEAR THE UNIVERSITY
Two bedroom brick home, 2 blocks from univer-
sity. Earn extra income with upstairs 1 bedroom
apartment with outside entrance. Full
basement, central natural gas heat, and 15' x 20'
brick storage building are extra nice features.
Priced to sell fast at only $31,500. Owners will
arrange for quick possession.
GREAT ROOM! GREAT HOUSE!
Brand new listing and brand new home. Energy
saving 3 bedroom in Gatesborough. Heat pump,
12 inches insulation in ceiling, thermopane win-
dows, beautiful custom-designed kitchen with
breakfast island, formal dining room. Home is
beautifully decorated throughout. Take a jour-
ney to happy dream-home living and let us show
this charming home to you. 60's.
23 ACRES
Just Listed - located 6 miles Northwest o
f
Murray. Scenic location, lovely building site.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
. Drive down Main Street and take a look at this
impressive 2-story home. Lots of living area
which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dining room,
den, living room, plant room, basement and cen-
tral natural gas heat. Price now only $35,000.
For Real Service In Real Estate
LIVE AND EARN
A three bedroom house plus a garage apt. near
the university. Large rooms, fireplace, 11/2 baths





If you want a house that is different from your
neighbors, see this one! Three beautiful
bedrooms, large bathrooms, stereo intercom,
heat pump and a large upstairs game room. All
this plus fireplace, extra storage and well
decorated call us and let us show you this one.
Located in Oaks Estates just west of Murray and
adjoining country club golf course.
HOUSE AND 5 ACRES
Located near Cypress Bay Resort, Kentucky
Lake view from property. House is solid older
home but needs redecorating. Property is ideal
for development or to have a small estate near
beautiful Kentucky Lake.
SUMMERTIME- ELEGANCE
If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3-
story, 5 bedroom Rome has all the extraaanar-'
ble fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stair-
-ways, central vacuum and intercorts, custom'-
made drapes throughout. This is that "dream
home" you have been waiting for.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES
Here is that rare home-buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage plus close-to-town
location at 'a reasonable price. Three bedroom
brick home with central heat and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
trees, garden spots and outside building suitable
for horse stable or storage. Phone us right away!
Priced at $42,500,
NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE
Large year-around home in wooded setting. Ap-
proximately 2700 square feet of living area in this
impressive home with walk-out basement. Cen-
tral heat and air, 2 fireplaces with heatolator, ex-
tra 2 car-garage with boat shed and workshop,
large screened back porch and quality con-
struction throughout..
LINCOLN SLEPT HERE
Genuine lag cabin close to Ky. lake. Year-round
living with lots of space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living room, one acre lot.




Geri Andersen • 753.7932
Harry Patterson - 492-8302
George Gallagher - 753-8129
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PUT IT IN THE
15. Articles For Sale
HIMNEYS, all fuel,




ItUSINESSKAN'S CNOK1 ION Ms
egitcf1114
RINTING
I ccccc tior S•rric••
102 N. 4ti - 753-5397
PEA SHELLERS, does .a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
53.95 BUTS ALL Of THIS
1-Indian Head Penny
1-Liberty Nickel
1. Buff alo Nickel
1-Large Peony ling.




I-D Mint Penny 25 yrs.
1-1968 S Penny (uric)
1-Rare 1960-D Small
Date Penny
1-5 Mint Penny-25 yrs.
Plus Free two Bill
Pius Our Free Gift
Plus Our Free Brodture
Send $3.95 and 25' postage
to:
JIM DeRNINO & CO.
S..,. 5, Pik• INde. Vi••••••et name
Sermfea, P. 11501
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
-UMBER - -






Hodge & Son, Inc.
20$ So. Stii
16,






12 CU. FT. Frost Free
Freezer, like new. 21,000
BTU air conditioner
'with new compressor.
Call 753-3037, between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m.
WE NOW HAVE four big
17.6 cu. ft. no-frost
refrigerator complete




keeper, and two crispers
for the low price of $499.
Goodyear Service Store,





B-W TV. Upright piano,





Of vinyl cushion floor














SEVEN PIECE Oak den














Four 15" balloon tires
with two Ford wheels,
truck topper, truck tool




type, call after 4 p.m.
753-6210.
GEHL ONE ROW silage
chopper, good as new.




72 model. 1967 Ford 2
ton truck, need to sell
this week. Call 1-901-
782-3833.
19 Farm Equipment
2 ROW CORN Leader for
55 John Deere. 753-1148.
FORD TRACTOR Agency
Sales, Service & Parts.
House in large metal
building, 7 acres of land
in Southeast Mo. City.
Contact Byerfinder,
Sikeston, Mo.









Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
20 Sports Equipment




sell. Call 753-2316 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard
Used less than 20 hours.
Phone 759-1872.
1976 MODEL Bass boat
with 1977 model 55 hp
Johnson motor. Just















and casual, S-M. 753-
3485. 1412 Dudley Dr.
FOR SALE mating duck




engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
22 Musical
LIKE NEW silver Vin-
cent-Bach trumpet.
Excellent condition,
used 6 months. Call 759-
1119.












Selection - quality --
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for






Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate




OPEN -HOUSE Friday, Aug. 183 p.m. to 6 p.m. for
-Usemapeeieve4 BR * bath !tome with tat gr -
en, fireplace, K-D comb., carport, In -ge insulated
_ and heated garage-workshop, large patio and abun-
dant storage. Lot 84x 150. A good home that must be
seen to be appreciated. Owner moving. For per-
- sonal service in buying or selling, call C. 0. Bon-
(arrant Realty 753-9954 or 753-3460.
ARTLEY FLUTE, open






100 WATT Woodson lead
amp with 15" JBL
speakers; also 75 watt
Club PA-with 3 columns
of 212 speakers with
microphone. Myima
camera, Super 23, 100
millimeter F.2-8 lens










piano. organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.






























lflte rite_ cookorhrownarand defrosts, 5199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris_ riREPLAtir F, N -
CLOSURES with glass
doors and wire mesh









1 Baby Bed Complete,




Table With Steel Legs,





Chairs, 1 Dining Chair
With Arms, 1 Large
Blue Upholstered
Chair, 1 Play Pen, 1
Whirlpool Clothes
Dryer, 1 Bicycle, 1
Floor Lamp, 1 Metal_
Filing Cabinet.











set of new 14" tires,
G78's fully warranted,
$105. 753-5508.








































LIKE NEW, 24" Curtis
Mathes instant tuning
console TV, $200. Call
354-8099.
27 Mobile Home Sales








12 x 52 2 BR, all elec-
tric, partially furnished
_ with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner,
nice carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
Estates, $5500 extra
nice. 753-4074 or 75$-
1877.
12 x 70 MOBILE HOME,
$4200, all electric. 753-
7975.
1973 MAGNOLIA 12x65 3
BR, 1 bath, partially
furnished with all
appliances. Real nice
for $5500 or best offer.
Call 436-5883 any time.
12x60 2 BR mobile
home, excellent con-
dition, • 'utility room,




28 Heating & Coolir,g
GOOD USED air con-
ditioner for sale, and
girls 20" Schwinn bike.
Call 753-4684 after 5 p.m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12x68 MOBILE HOME,
BR, central air and
heat, new carpet, new
furniture, like new.
Shady Oaks, no phone
calls please
MOBILE FINCIES and
mobile home spaces for





lease. 175' frontage 189'
deep. Call 753-7618 after
5:00.














for rent. Call 753-9997
or 753-8606.
OFFICE SPACE for rent,
505 Main St. Call 7r-
1429.
31 Want To Rent
FURNISHED APART-





1-821-4288 days or 1-821-
1772 nights.
FOR RESULTS
32 Apartments For Rent
NOW AVAILABLE at
Southside Manor 3 - 1
bedroom apts. for
person 62 years or older.
Rent based on income,
Equal opportunity










ments, S. 16th. 753-
6609.
34 Houses For Rent
2 BR ROUSE un-









641 Auction House, Paris, Tn.
This week real nice oak showcase, oak rocker,
old wash stand, oak dresser and oak bed, old
treedle sewing machine, pictures, tables, chairs,





years old, Saw color,
registered. Call 437-
4827 after 4 p.m.
ONE WHITE faced bull, 4
years old, weighs 1300
pounds, 436-5844.




old female Great Dane,
fawn, ears cropped,





FOR SALE eight week old
yellow Lab puppies. Call
489-2669 after 6 p.m.
ONE CHAMPAGNE
Poodle, two chocolate, 8









• *2 EGGS ANY STYLE
'`.• *2 SAUSAGE PATTIES
; *CHOICE OF PANCAKES, TOAST,
OR HOMEMADE BISCUITS





Special Good EVERY DAY 6-11 AM




6 AM Tit. 10 PM-MONDA THRU THURSDA 1
6 A N III. MIDNIGHT-FR IDA I AND SATURDAY





.Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
Dresden off Hwy. 89.
'Cuba, KY. two and three BR home,
South of Cuba located on Howard Canter
Road.
•New Concord !Sy, 2 BR hope. Owner
sfilrlinWe easy terms lbw Town
payment or will consider reasonable cash
offer. 4
For information contact or call collect
JOE HARTLEY,
(502) 442-7368
LAKE HOMES, LOTS AND FARMS
JUST LISTED
Setting on a large and beautifully landscaped lot
is this 2500 sq. ft., 4 bd. rm., 2 bath, brick home.
This is a once in a lifetime opportunity to own an
authentic antique home. Built in 1965, it has an-
tique walnut & pine doors alcut glass windows,
solid brass door locks & knobs, antique stove
case, mosiac oak floors, antique chandeliers, an-
tique mantel fireplace, central gas heat, central
electric air, central vacuum system, 2 covered
porches and a patio, garage w/covered walk-
way. This home must be seen inside and out to be
fully apprec*tecl. Call us today, shown by ap-
pointment only.
The Unwinder on a large wooded lot in Lake
Forrest Sub. We have this elegant, 2 story Gam-
brel roof design, 3 BR, 2 bath home, built-ins, ex-
tra large living room & kitchen, fireplace, and
more. The owner has recently reduced its price!
Setting on a large, 1 plus acre wooded lot in
Keniana Sub. is this neat 2 BR mobile home w-
many extras-Central gas heat, Ben Franklin
Fireplace, washer and dryer. builtins range and
Ref. Setting on block foundation w-conununity
water also has 3 outside storage bldgs and green
house on lot. Boat ramp rights.
CHOICE LAKE FRONT LOTS!! - 122 Ft. ol
Lake Frontage on Cypress Creek, this is a largx
lakefront lot in a choice location, close to 2 ful
service marinas.
3 Excellent lakefront lots, on the main lake
w/deep water, in Pine Bluff Shores all on
blacktop street, w/community watefavailable.
. . . HAS SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE
OF Actor/
Setting on 3 large wooded lots in Lake Forrest
Sub, we have this deluxe, year round, 3 bedroom,
1 bath brick home. It's unique energy efficient
fireplace with its heatolator connected to.. the
central heating unit is just one of the many
features this home has to offer. And the owner
has recently "reduced" the price!
NEW, year round, lakefront home brand new,
"never been lived in," 3-4 BR lakefront home. 2
story, 2,000 sq. ft. of living area, 2 bath, central
heat and air, plush wall to wall carpet, well in-
sulated fireplace, cypress wood deck on 3 sides.
All the extras you would expect in a quality built
home and at a down to earth price!
Setting on a large wooded lot in Keniana Sub. it
this neat 2 BR, 2 bath home. Large fireplace
w/heatalator, cent. electric heat, wall to wall
carpet, large 24 x 24 den and much more.
Located on Scenic Valley Drive.
WOODED ACREAGE IN LAKE AREA - 3.12
acres joining Keniana Sub. w/large factory built
building. Water & electricity on the lot. No
restrictions.
17 Acres M/I, located on Blood River Church
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OPEN SNPINIHE
13=1.11
YARD SALE Friday, and









641 to Seven Seas turn
left on Utterback Road,
YARD SALE Saturday
Aug. 19 from 8 - ?. 21/2
miles on 94 E. Watch for
signs. Bar stool, Jenny






niture, all kinds of
antique glass and
Fisher-Price toys. 4
miles east of Murray










aquariums, and • much,
much, much, more!
Friday and Saturday,
10-5. 814 Olive Street.
THREE PARTY YARD







Road. Aug 17 and 18,
furniture, clothing, and
other items,
YARD SALE, Friday aad








Prof fissional Si- ices
With The F nendl) TJAjl
BEAUTIFUI. BUILD-
' ING SITE ... Almost 4
miles past Mt. Cannel
Church. 2 acres of
landr-Very Prtrate-1
Priced To Sell. Only
4,000. Perfect for you if
you enjoy wildlife.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -




location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air and low





horse stable or storage.






PRICE . . . This 3
bdrm., 2 bath, B.V.
presently under con-
struction: Bu now &
select your colors, car-
peting, etc. This home
has many desirable
features, including en-




Estate, 105 N. 12th.
South 2th et Sucarvicw•
TELEPHONE 753-1661
IT'S A Mystery. ,..Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping... recently
recitteed- --A. reaLaind.






* AUCTION *,* ,
I DATE: Saturday, Aug, 19, 1978 *
TIME: 10:00 A.M. *
* E.Z. TERM
* LIND AUCTION I
1 LOCATION: Appx. one and one half mile of State 16.
milesHwy. 120 on Walker Ridge Road. Appx. 20  "
of Clarksville, Tenn. 15 miles of Dover, Tenn. *
* Follow auction sign at North Stewart Elemen-
tary School.
TERMS: 10% down day of sale, balance on *
* follouing terms; 20% more on closing making IA.
*
total of 30% down on any of these desirable tracts ,..4"
with current in .,Jtterest rates. 
* DESCRIPTION: 370 acres being divided into 28tracts. These tracts will vary in size from 4 to 37 "I
* acre tracts. Each tract will have beautiful home *
NJ& sites, long road frontage, some will have NAL
-1_, livestock ponds, sown in grass. All will have-tim-
JtSomeher, soe practically all timber. Note'. Survey-it
.4, plats will be furnished at sale.
_.'" AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Never before have we *
* been able to offer such desirable property. Ex- *
4,. cellent hunting on property. Several tracts will *
.../ be bordering Ft. Campbell, Ky.
.11! SPECIAL NOTICE TO EVERYONE: Owners *
lg. are offering these excellent terms. If you never 4_
_ %I owned real property, now's the time. I per- iT
'It sonally don't think we'll ever see land cheaper. *
* Move forward whether you own land or not-with these terms and these desirable tracts - come out *
*
and buy. No place to cut winter Wood, take a *
look!
...4 REASON FOR SALE: Owners disolving part- *
yr nership. *









nom, Dads, Kids, * 5
't. Campbell personnel, *
* 
a special invitation to you.
*
Register for free-freezer calf at end of *
sale.
* Inspect property before sale date by contacting
* agent or owners.
Sale Cnridurted by.
IASSIREOS FOR MORE PROFITABLE RENT
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING - Sharp 2
bedroom brick home
with fireplace, 1 block
from university. Great
location and home is in
excellent condition.




imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't









* BOGARD REALTY *
* & AUCTION CO. *
* Office l Mile Nero% ef Dever, TICINO t So* *
*
* 1
en U S Plighwey 711
615 212 SISO
- flt pOgS  .- ....-f9:1ritk,--ii--ww.m4
E '
* t40 - *








7324721 , Jeff mccbire. NAL
Ahiri etutetwr, m OM Trey D Pear, 0"1
• llover-TTn 231-1211
SELL THE OW% WAY 
Lean A witin
It*************4t
JUST LISTED !•-• 3
bedroom charmer -
three bedrooer brick
home with c- I-, heat
and air, I land-
scaped la fenced
backya • •n deck
and • of other
pleas eatures in this
dreoute home. Justof city limits and









beamed ceilings and lots
of charm throughout.
ALSO garage apartment
building with 2 rental
units - each bringing in
good rate of return. This
entire package priced at
929,000. Don't delay on




DUPLEX LOTS - For
sale in Westwood
Subdivision. Two duplex
lots for 43300 each.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your Real Estate..
Needs.
FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees,,a4aLtle13 Plot and











of tea or if youlisst
want lots of elbow
room call us today










Farm - 75 acres within 2
miles of city limits. Hes stock
water, bares, tobacco allot-
meat. Hoarse is quality beet
with 3 bedrooms P baths,
fireplace, 2 an garage This is
geed farmland with high
productivity.
Country holm only 3 milts
from Murray. located on
Coles Camp Rd., this 4 or 5
hedioorn, 2 bath some has
central heat L air Plenty of
rem far growing family, good
garden area. I Acre lot has




WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
ceptral location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
43 Real Estee





With The Friendly Touch
BEAUTIFUL &
UNIQUE LAKE-VIE-
W COTTAGS • • At
Panorama Shores has










Real Estiite. 105 N.
12th.
Ammailw
-FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres ½ mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy





112 N. 7th - Brick
home in area of nice




bath on first floor, 2
bedrooms and los bath






DUPLEX for sale by
owner, Westwood
subdivision. 2 BR




Call 753-4470 after 5
p.m.
Purdom & Thurman




46 domes For Sale
THREE BR brick house,






BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Dr. Brick 3
BR, 1'2 bath, living









sale in desirable quiet
neighborhood. Phone
753-4673.
46 Homes For Sale
ANTIQUE LOVERS.
House on beautiful 2













Mewed mW ready. Op to 12 x 24. Alo barn style, affirm cottegrs
mei& koms sod patios, or U BUILD, pre-xat completely reedy
to enetable op te 24 x 60 Buy the best for less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
409 N. 6th - 3 bedroom
older home presently
renting for $180 per
month. Ideal for small
investment. Large lot
with garden space,
back yard fenced for







"I •for I OT P **Flo
In Reel woe'
753.7724
101 Sycamore Mot ray , By




FOR SALE OR TRADE,
classic 1975 Red and
gold Honda GL-1000.
One owner adult,
garaged at all times,
mint condition, ridden
locally, less than 12,500
miles. Equipment - air
horns, touring seats, bar
and pegs, quartz run-
ning lights, Christmas
tree, bag, luggage
carrier, sissy bar, front
and rear crash bar, 30
amp. battery, wind-











model under 2000 miles,
$950 or best offer. Call
753-6605.
ATC 90 Three Wheeler,
two months old, ex-
cellent condition, $650.
Call 527-1181 after 5 p.m.
1977 SPECIAL Edition
Yamaha 360 and 1976
Honda XL 175. Call




Wishes To Announce The
Opening Of His Practice In
FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
XL 250 1,400 miles may
be seen at T & S Cycle
Shop, Main & 16th or
call David Benton at






Honda 100 and Honda
175, both in very good
condition, 435-4521.
1974 CAN AM 125. Good
shape, new tires. Call
after 6:00 p.m., 753-
5400 or 759-1331.




cycle, Honda 90, like
new, see at 910 N.
18th.




specials. Are you ready
for another cold winter'
Goodyear Service Store,
at 12th & Glendale now
has a well trained and
qualified service
department. They will
check all belts & hoses
along with checking
your antifreeze for only
five minutes of your
time. Call today, 753-
0595.
MAC, WHEELS for sale,
2-14", and 2-15" Western
Slotted Mag Unilug. Call
753-4445.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15'', 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,





49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 CHEVROLET
caprice 2 door, hardtop
I owner car, air con-
Demi. T ler Chevrolet, lac
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.




4 door power steering
brakes and air.
isn Chevells $2350




$21004 door, power steerbig.
beaks* warkaior power-win-








2 door, one owner, 13 ,
thousand miles, AM-FM
radio, power steering,
















with camper. Call 753-
8061.
'75 DODGE VAN mag
wheels, white letter
radials, sun roof, AM-
FM tape, flairs and
spoilers. Call 753-5227
after 5:30 p.m.
1977 GREEN VW Rabbit.
25,000 miles. .6tandard
shift, 1 year factory
warranty, excellent
condition. $3400. Call 1-
901-642-6300.
.1969 CONVERTIBLE VW
Rolls Royce, front end
run motor, Call 753-3231
Apt. 215 before 4 p.m.
1977 GRAND PRIX SJ, all
factory options in-
cluding T-Top, one




1972 DART 6 cylinder
automatic power
steering, high mileage,
runs good. $695. 489-2595.
1976 DATSUN B-210.
Only 19,717 miles. Dark
blue color, AM-FM
radio. Only $3025 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
LOW, LOW MILAGE.
1977 Model Datsun. B-
210 4-door. Only 10,269
miles! Air con-
ditioning, AM-FM




49 Used Cars I Trucks
f 1977 DATSUN B-210 2-
door sedan. Nice gold
color. 30,818 miles,
$3625. Murray Datsun.






miles. Only $2495 at






44,150 miles. Only $3550






radio. Only $3925 at




Tan, full power and
air, sharp. Only $1875
I at Murray Datsun, 604
I S. 12th. 753-7114.
GREEN 1974 Datsun B-
210 2-door sedan with
air, AM-FM radio and
only 43,028 miles.
Priced at $2495 at
Murray Datsun, 604 &
12th. 7P-7114. -









Only $2425 at Murray




only 20,932 miles. Has
west coast mirror.
Only $3125 at Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
753-7114.
MANY OTHER used
cars and trucks. Make
us an offer! Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
1972 DATSUN 510,
motor; transmission
and other parts, make
offer. Call after 6, 753-
0961.
1975 TR-7, 31.000 miles,
would trade for Monte
Carlo, Grand Prix,










COMING • SOON TO IIEL-11111 CENTER




Hours 6:30 to 5:15









Sat., August 19th at 7:30 p.m.
We invite every one to this sale of fine merchandise.
We will sell at auction the contents of one 40 x 90 ft.
building containing: antiques,. old and collectables.
Walnut, mahogany, oak, pine, wicker and bamboo
furniture, china, brass, pewter and copper items;
clocks, pictures, mirrors, lamp shades, fire fenders,
! pot stands, old record player, fiddle 2-id many other





Col. Waitus E. Natloy
Kontucky.Liconse No. P-1147
Ophthalmoloa
Diseases Surgery Of The Eye
Office Hrs. By Appt.
Telephone Answered 24 Haim
Croft Building-I611 S. Main St
Flopkinsville, Ky. - - Ph. 8o47110 
factory tape, very clean.
$995. 1803 College Farm
Rd.
• 1975 CHEVY Caprice
Convertible, light blue
white top, nice car. Call
753-337A.
BELIEVE 1TOR1OT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven
Gas Saving, Long Lasting
DATSUN B-210
FOR UNDER $3,500!!



































































































* * ** ***
)n
se merchandise.










IIITIE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 DAT N wagon,
good condition, Phone
753-8333.
1975 DATSUN R-210, air
conditioned, $2500. 1955
Chevy pickup, $200. Call
after 5:30 p.m., 753-7458.
1972 CHEVROLET 4-
door, 350 engine. All
power, nice, $1095. 759-
1801.
1909 BUICK La Sabre,
fully equipped, $350 or
-best' bffer. COI 755-1064.
1973 MAVERICK
automatic 6 cyl. with
air. $1250. Call 489-2595.
1977 280 Z Datsim, 4-




753-6179 after 7 p.m.




white with black Landau
roof, AM 8 track, air,
$2900. Call 753-4398.
DU FORD BUS, $1195.
1973 Dodge Van, power




88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, ;2450. Call
492-8153 after 4:00 p.m.
1971 TRIUMPH TR4,
immaculate condition,
only 42,000 miles. Call
753-9920.
ANTIQUE CAR - 1948
Buick Super, Series 50.
Black, 4-door,- ---rdwayv
garaged. All original









clean, must sell, make
after 5 p.m.offer. 492-8587.
1974 MATADOR X, 360
V-8, automatic, double







with camper. Call 753-
8061.
G.E. T.V. Repair The Same
Day You Call. We also do
tower 81 antenna work.
Murray Appliance Co.




good condition. Call 753-
4343 or 753-4955.










Sevin 200 diesel twin










dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FORD custom van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




1977 FORD • Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factorrair,
P_S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,




dition, $6495 firm. Phone
Murray 759-4590.
8-17
1969 BUICK Electra 225/ 
power windows, seats,'IA WOMANI5 HEAD MIGHT AG WELLbrakes, and air, 6150. APPEAR ON THE S
THEY ow 
DOLLAR-Call 759-1999 between 7 uEy 5uRE kwow HOW TO spEw
and 5 and 753-7812 "
51. Services Offere,
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.





free estimates call 753-
1537
ri SPRAY PAINTING of all





now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
IT, I your needs.
50 Campers







1976 MARAUDER 25' air-
conditioner and TV
antenna. Made for
camping or easy living.
A-1 condition, 753-7292.
OVER CAB CAMPER
silos in truck bed. Sleeps
4, has electric heater,
ice box, stove, sink, etc.
$600. 436-2285.
1974 SHASTA camping







top with all glass for
1969 - 1972 Blazer or
GMC Jimmy - com-











1968 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
stakes !wagon equipped
to pull. trailer. Sell as




exterior. Also dry wall





minor repair work by




repair. Call Joe Jackson
at Chuck's Music
Center. 753-302 or 753-




roofs sealed. Call Jack










by Sears save On
these high heat and







.Also dealers for Volcano
H. the most efficient
wood burner in




WILL KE DE • • -Yrs
children after school in



















ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field












tanks, dirt and gravel






Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. 
GENERAL CON-
STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too snail, reasonable-






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-147.
Anytime day or night
roof repair our
specialty.
1)0 YOU need stupps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,





Company Inc. Air con-







FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John







rocked and graded. All
kinds of pea gravel,




FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.









- dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Rogte 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,











































Professional Services With The Friendly Touch
WE HAVE THE SALES - WE NEED YOUR LISTINGS
GOOD TASTE! GOOD BUY! Newly listed, 3 bedroom By., central gas heat
and central air, 2 baths, den w/fireplace, formal living room, kitchen. The
decorators touch to every room includes paper, custom drapes & shades.
-tandsraped &lira quiet neighborhood. Don't-Belt:1Ty-1'mi I'vilssed Seeing
This!!
ECONOMICAL LIVING - Close to University 3
down & 1 or 2 bedrooms up, 1½ baths, living
room & kitchen. Could be used for 2 apartments.
102 basement, double garage Unattached - barn
for Storage - lot 70 X 376. 304 South 16th - Im-
mediate Occupancy.
THIS ONE HAS IT All! 3 bedroom, 21.‘2 baths,
living rm., dining rm., kitchen w/eating bar,
built-in desk, double drive, refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, extra cabinets, family rm. w/gas
-....1W.olace,.redwood deck, .located on large
coin-el:lot.' Call Us- See It You'll Love It.
FRESH ON THE MARKET. . . This nice 3
bedroom B.V. home has electric heat, range.
refrigerator, dishwasher, all draperies included.
Situated on 26 acres, highly productive crop
land. Excellent outbuildings, 2 tool sheds, barn,
etc. Chain link fenced backyard. Additional crop




GRAB THAT PHONE THIS INSTANT!!! •Calling us about this house may be the wisest call
you ever made, 4 miles out off Hwy. 94 West, 3
bedroom, full open basement, central heat & air.
Two nice baths, garage, B.V. on ]L. acres
Priced to sell
CAMELOT-CONTEMPORARY-CHARMER Th-
is Tri-level home with future has it all.
Spaciousness, lots of glass, stone fireplace w/Oc-
tatherrn for efficiency & energy conservation, 3
bedroom, 21/2 baths, with central electric heat &
air. 2 electric heat pumps, plush carpeting, step-
saver kitchen, large dining room. Double




TroricEISTME LIVING AT ITS BEST! This
just reduced By, is fine for the family desiring a
wooded location with 224' of lake frontage.
Living room, dining room, kitchen, 2 baths..Ceh-
tral electric heat & air, fireplace, plus all the ex-














COUNTRY ESTATE. This lovely home situated
on 2 acres has absolutely everything all the
quality, spaciousness, & luxury you want. 4,000
sq. ft., 31/2 baths (master bath has sunken tub),
plush carpeting, central vacuum system. Raise





lIMPRC1VrEM151:75YEE RELATIONS - Plus
Tax Break. Excellent buy for company or cOr-
poration-entertain for business, rotate em-
ployees for vacation use, possible substantial tax
break. Two wooded lake front lots totaling 1.3
acres. Large great room with fireplace. 2
































John J. Meador Is
Dead At Age Of 67;
Funeral Is Today
John Jessie Meador, a
native of New Concord, died
at his home in Memphis,
Tenn., after a long illness.
He was 67 years of age.
Born March 25, 1911, he
was the son of the late
Jessie Lee Meador and
Nellie Rose Meador. He was
a retired truck driver and a
member of the +Beverly
- —Mempltia;
Term.
Survivors are his wife.
Mrs. Georgia Faye Hooper
Meador, to whom he was
married en Feb. 15, 1930;
two daughters, Mrs. Suzanne
Loyd and Mrs. Ronald
I Jessical Morris. Memphis,




The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,





to Be Held Friday
Lowell Culver of Led-
better. formerly of Calloway
County, died Wednesday at
10:05 p.m. at the Parkview
Convalescent Center,
Paducah. He was 83 years of
age.
Born Feb. 28, 1895, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John Culver
and Ella Jones Culver. •
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Aggie Ryan Hopkins
Culver, Ledbetter; two
daughters, - Mrs.- Wilma
McGregor, Paducah, and
Mrs. Irene Shepard, Hardin:
three sons, J. L. Culver,
Smithland, Paul Culver,
Careyville, Fla., and Everett
Culver, Johnson City, flu.;
two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Eukley Brown, Hardin Route
One, and Mrs. Imogene
Martin, Smithland; . two
brothers, Ivy Culver,
Murray, and Orbie Culver.
Dexter.
Mr. Culver is also sur-
vived by thirteen grand-
children, five step grand-
children, twenty-two great
grandchildren. six step great
grandchildren, and one great
great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Friday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Brooks Chapel
Cemetery in Calloway
County.




Revival services are being
held at the Blood River
Baptist Church with the
speaker being the Rev. Dr_
William Dodson, pastor of
the First Baptist Church,
Martin, Tenn.
Services will be held at
7:30 each evening through
Saturday, Aug. 19, according
to the pastor, the Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy. who invites the
public to attend.
Car Wash Planned By
Youth Group Saturday
The youth of the Oak
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
sponsor a car wash on
Saturday, Aug. 19, at the
Rho-Ho Service Station at
Five Points, Murray.
. Hours of the car wash will
be from ten a.m to four
p.m. with the cost being









-FREEWAY SUNDAY" SCENE — Sharon Whitehead 
and
Clifford Lee Johnson, Ill, perform in "Freeway Sunday," 
a
play by Rebecca Jernigan, which can be seen 
free-of-
charge on Sunday, August 20, at 8:00 p.m., in the 
Univer-
sity Theatre on the Murray State Campus. 
"Freeway Sun-
day" is sponsored by the Kentucky Humanities 
Council
and is being presented in Murray in cooperation 
with the
MSU Speech & Theater Department and the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre.
Plays To Be Presented
At University Theatre
On Sunday, August 20, at 8
p.m., a program of two plays,
"Freeway Sunday" and
"Smoke In The Wind," will be
presented free of charge at the
University Theatre in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building on the MSU campus.
The shows, produced by the
Blue Troupe of Somerset
Community College, are on a
tour of the state sponsored by
the Kentucky Humanities
Council. The Murray per-
formance is being sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre,
in conjunction with their
second annual membership
drive, and the MSU Depart-
ment of Seth & Theater.
"Freeway Sunday," written
and directed by Rebecca
Jernigan, is a one-act play
that explores the emotions,
memories, and details of a
gian and a woman following
their divorce. "Smoke In The
Wind," under the direction of
Clifford Lee Johnson, III,
Executive Director of the Blue
Troupe, consists of seven
songs which both precede and
set the stage for "Freeway
Sunday." The performers in
both works are Sharon
Whitehead and Clifford Lee
Johnson, III.
A forum consisting of ac-
tors, directors, writers,
professors, and area citizens
will discuss some of the
questions raised by the play.
The program will last ap-
proximately an hour and a
half. "Smoke In The Wind"
will begin at 8 p.m., on August
20 at the University Theatre,
to be followed by "Freeway
Sunday." The public is invited





— President Carter's formal
nomination of Chicago
railroad executive Richard
Freeman to the Tennessee
Valley Authority's board of
directors should go to
Congress this week, TVA
Chairman S. David Freeman
said today.
"The rumors that I get out
of Washington are that his
name will be officially
- transmitted to the Senate
this week," the chairman
said at today's executive
meeting. The Freemans are
not related.
Carter told TVA-area
senators in June that he
planned to nominate Richard
Freeman, a vice president of
the Chicago and Nor-
thwestern Railroad and
former TVA attorney, to one
of two vacancies on the
three-seat board. The
chairman has been the only
board member since the
retirement of former
chairman Aubrey Wagner on
May 18 and the resignation
William Jenkins on May 5.
Chairman Freeman also
established a new position -
executive assistant -on his
office staff and named
David G. Powell, a TVA
lawyer, te the $43,000-a-year
Gospel Singing Will
Be At Brooks Chapel
job.
Powell, a University of
Kentucky law graduate and
Fulbright scholar, has been
on TVA's legal staff since
1969 and his work has





within 21/2 hours of an
outage in the govern-
ruantowurad utilly's Shelby
County system Wednesday.
The chairman said he
remembered being on the
Federal Power Commission
staff in 1965 when a blackout
hit New York City and
recounted how it took days
to get power plants back
into operation.
Memphis blacked out at
about 12:30 a.m. after
switches at the Cordova
substation were sabotaged..
The Allen Steam Plant was
overloaded and shutdown
automatically. Lights came
back on at about 3 a.m. A
security guard was arrested
for the outage. Freeman
wondered whether TVA
security is as tight as it
ought ,to be.
Later today Freeman was
to be presented a plan
calling for a rate increase.
TVA's 21/2 million power
customers will get a slight
break in electric bills in
September, one month
before power officials want
the hike put into effect.
A gospel singing will be
errat the nrtmes mnrper --9-40$ Market
United Methodist Church,
located east of Dexter off
Highway 1346, on Sunday,
Aug. 20, at seven p.m.
Featured singers will be
Darrel and The Chaplettes
from South Fulton, Tenn.
Regular services will be
held Sunday morning with
Sunday School at tan a.m.
and preaching at eleven
a.m.
Thousands File Past Graceland Gates
On Final Day Of Tribute To Presley
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)
Streaming past the trinket
traders, thousands trod a
trail of tears to worship
their idol, "The King" a
rock 'n' roll. The wailful
whine of Graceland's gates
was the day's final tribute to
Elvis Presley.
The gates of Graceland
Mansion swung open at 8:25
alp. Wednesday. Less than
10 hours later, 9,112 faithful
followers had wound their
way up the quarter-mile
driveway to the Meditation
Garden, where Presley and
his mother are buried side-
Banana Festival Has
 Problems-Getttn
FULTON, Ky. (AP) — for
13 of its 16 years, 'the
International Banana
Festival has had a native
marimba band from
Guatemala to enliven the
festivities.
'The government ••f
Guatemala has offered its
swinging Army marimbba
bands as a goodwill gesture
to the banana festival. And
the, city of Fulton has paid
for the bands' transportation
costs and has provided
meals and lodging.




Sen. Wendell Ford, Day., in
May, asking him tq help
clear the way for the
Guatemalan Army Marimba
Band to enter the country.
Ford's staff checked with
the U.S. Embassy in
Guatemala City and was
told there would be no
problems.
That all changed last
Friday when Ford's office
received a frantic call from
Fulton.
The U.S. Embassy was
refusing to issue visas to the
marimba band, and the
office was closing at 4 p.m.
for the weekend, 
festivalofficials said.
Ford's staff, headed by
staff assistant Jane Mat-
thias, went into action, and
a strongly- worded cable
went out to Ambassador
David Boster, asking, ''What
happened? Time is of the
essence."
Embassy officials found
the marimba band sitting in
the wrong part of the em-
bassy, their visas were
processed and they were put
on a flight to New Orleans.
Federal State Market New; Service
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MCBRAYER..11.
(Continued From Page One)
with previous campaigns.
"Those who have been
active before are worn out,"
McBrayer said. "Anti in
Kentucky itolitics_ a person is
just good for one campaign
and one administration,
particularly on the policy
level.
"And I've just' got to have
people that are committed to
me first. Sonny is loyal to
Julian first."
McBrayer said that he
hadn't talked to Carroll about
the remarks but said he will
"as soon as I eeel down." -
"Frankly, I'm a little too
mad to talk."
Gary. Auxier, Larroll's
deputy press secretary, said
Wednesday that Carroll had
not mentioned any leadership
role for Htult and Curlin hi
McBrayer's campaign, but
'rather had referred to their
individual support for
McBrayer.
"Perhaps Terry $ricl a lot of
raher people have interpreted
(the remarks; to mean a-lot




Auzier said, "if he interpreted
the remarks to mean that
Carroll was referring to an
active, leadership role for
Hunt and Curtin in
McBrayer's campaign."
Stock Market
erica of stock of local interest A
noon, Fin, today, furnished to the
Ledger & "Imes by Fire of Michigan.






















When they arrived there,
however, customs officials
told them they could go on
the Fulton, but their
marimbas had to stay.
After another round of
telephene., calls and
messages, the customs of-
ficials relented, keeping the
marimbas for only a
required two-day period. At
2:30 a.m. Wednesday, they
arrived at the old Fulton








the RCA label from 1956
- ...4049ii- hifi 4,eath -a -year- age-
Wednesday at the age of 42.
Dressed in a black silk
tuxedo shirt and black
slacks with his hair combed
back in the style of the
1950s, Jean Kampers of
Rotterdam, the Netherlands,
said he tratrelled to Mem-
phiis solely for the Aug. 16
anniversary. He wound up
spending four hours in the
glare of the summer sun
before getting through the
gates.
The wait, he said, he
would have traded for
by-side.
More than 100 multi-
colored wreaths snaked their
way across the lawn of the
13-acre estate. The garlands
— including a Union Jack,
an American flag and the
trademark of the RCA






that can do what he could,"
he said. "He sings a song
and it goes all through
yourself. He can make some
sort of contact between
himself and his audience
that not even Frank Sinatra
can do. He is the best, that's
why they call him the
King."
Before fans poured
through the gates, Presley's
last travelling road show
--teak -a --geitiglattaveck-liare-
foot-tall "Number One"
smothered with blue and
yellow chrysanthemums to
the singer's grave. It is
signed' by "The King's
Men."
"The three individual
hearts stand for us," said Al
Strada, Presley's former
wardrobe manager who now
works in security at the
mansion. "Dick Grob, Dean
Nichopoulos, Elvis' private
physician's son, and myself
were the last three people
on the payroll that were on
the road with Elvis — the
King's men."
A six-foot-tall Styrofoam
angel covered with white
chrysanthemums, its hands
and wings painted gold,
hung over Presley's grave.




crowns and crosses, some
emblazoned with the letters
TCB — Taking Care of
Business — Presley's motto,
lined the yar4Liouri4_11*--_ -----•
swimming pool by the
garden.
A 6-by-4-foot floral picture
of a hound dog with a guitar
hanging from its collar was
propped up further down the
lawn.
On their way out, some
visitors, many sporting Elvis
T-shirts, stopped to have a
snapshot taken with Vester
Presley, Elvis' uncle and a
gatekeeper, who, in turn,
doled out postagepaid order
forms for his new book.
MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business'
HOWARD coy and 401411 5l14$12iS, OVINENS
212 EAST MAIN ST. PHONE 753-1588
Your home is most people's most prized possession and your greatest in-
vestment put the best in it and at Murray Appliance it doesn't cost any more
and most cases less to use G.E. in your new home. Where there is service -
service - service.
00011111011 Atin CO
















pans/rings can be washed
at sink a in your dishwasher
Grill/griddle add variety to
your cooking pleasure. Avail-




Quality you can depend on,
































Count the coils in the Calrod• One-piece removable drip pans/
surface units more turns to rings may be washed at sink a
the coil designed to give more in dishwasher Hoed features in-

























;Are the LiiM Dree
cleaners aric gloves in
about Int tur each
CIPArling .ycle
.(o ,4 flatiOnal
aveiage rust if 354 r
KWH for electricity)
OtIAIITY you CAN DEPEND ON BECAUSE IT'S GENERAL ELECTRIC
Contractors We've Got A Price Just For You. Cost Plus
• are: alliiiie*naw--
If you think service is an important part of
yo.ir purchase you- will think it's important to
shop Murray Appliance.
90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Months to Pay
Free Delivery
Service The Same Day You Call
